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Crowd Goes to Portales
Lawyer Has Trouble
Express Rates to
Richardson Differs
The Hjgh School
Ta:c Payer League
Accompanied by the Clovis
1
mi state tax payers league is to District Judge Granville A.
Sept
Increase
A lawyer named Coffey, who
In accordance with a law
a
Santa Fe, N.' M.. Aug. 31 -- On Ladies Band, a number of citi- claims to hail from Tulsa, Okla- passed by the last legislature,
le organized in the city of Santa Uipriorrlann in an nninirtn hanHurl
zens of Clovis went to Portales homa, and who became intimate the Clovis High School at the
Fe on the 1st of September. jdown at Roswell, in tha case of and after September 1, the exTuesday
in response to an invi- with several citizens Monday to beginning of the term, beqomes
press
will
Mexico
R.
D.
in
New
Elder
rates
Over sixty of the leading citi- the state ex rel.
tation
from
the Portales Com- the extent of asking for the ac- a County High SchooJ, The
zens of the state have signed tl e vs. board of county commission be raised five cents on every
Club
mercial
to assist in arous- comodation of an endorsement county unit law gives students
call. Curry county first recog- ers of Curry county, involving a package weighing one to five
ing
enthusiasm
for a Roosevelt of his checks has since been con- of high school rank the right to
nized the necessity of better claim for $500, one year's salary pounds.
County
Curry county fined in the county bastile. He attend school anywhere in the
Fair.
The
packlarger
on
county
The increase
commissioner, takes
taxation laws and organized a as
gained
prominence first called on the legal f ra
fair
such
has
county without payment of tutax payers league, but the citi- occasion to state that his views ages will be as follows: 6 to 29
throughout
country
the
that the
and told them a hard luck ition. We shall be very glad to
zens for some reap on failed to do not coincide with those of the pound?, 4 cents; 30 to 40 pounds,
Roosevelt County people thought story. Later she succeeded in have students from any of the
take sufficient interest in the mat- supreme court of the 'state, for 3 cents; 50 70 pounds, 2 cents;
the booster manner of enthusing cashing a check with Moye for rural districts and will do our
1
100
99
71
On
pounds, cent.
to
ter and the idea was dropped. "having been a member of the
more,
will
pounds
there
or
and
convention
be their people in county fairs, was $2.50 and another with Dunlap utmost to meet their needs and
State hood has imposed addition- constitutional
to obtain the Curry County for $5.00.
advance their interests. Credit
al expenses on the state, with no having some knowledge of what no change.
of boosters. The Curry
crowd
will bs given on our cources for
These increases were allowed
additional receipts and New the intention of that body was
County
citizens
and
Ladies
band
any
high school work that may
Mexico is fast becoming a bank- in rpfpjvnre to the comnensation recently by the interstate comin Clovis Schools
Teachers
royally
and
were
entertainei
been done in other schools.
have
(of
MexNew
by
of
officers fixed
law at the merce commission
rupt. The necessity for action
banqueted and only await the
lisr. of the Students wishing such advanced
Following
is
a
allow
on
;ico
decided
con
to
has
them
adoption
the
by
of
of
the
time
of some kind was recounted
standing should bring report
interstate shipments. The states day to reciprocate when the teachers and faculty:
oil parties with the end that the stitution in the convention."
card3 or statements from their
HIGH SCHOOL
lie continues: "But it is not of Montana, Idaho, Nevada, and Roosevelt County citizens return
league will be formed with the
visit.
the
teachers, explaining the nature
VV. E. Carroon
object of advising ways and for this court now to speak con- Arizona declined to allow these
of
such work.
boundaries,
within
which
upon
their
rates
A. R. Seder
those matters
means to solve the problem. trary
'
We
maintain three courses of
George
Leila
Following are th-- resolutions the supreme ccurt of tho state and the latter will be probably
A number of Clovis tennis
study.
Our academic course
Lucile Alexander
adopted at a preliminary meet- has already spoken and decided. referred back to the interstate players are planning to go to
consisting of four years work or
Somerville McCartney
ing hfcld in Santa Fi on the lfiih. The supreme court held that the commerce commission.
Roswell, Labor Day, September
sixteen units of credit fits stuThe argument of the express 6th. and take part in the state
l
Hazel Webb
To the Taxpayers of the State of constitution repealed the
dents for college. Graduates of
appears
to
companies
be
that
the
salary
law
and
that
Bennie Works.
championship tennis
tournaNew Mexico:
this course are admitted without
good things travel in small pack- ment.
salary
relates
law
new
state
There will be players
GRADE SCHOOL
The undersigned have constiexamination to nearly all high
back to the beginning of state- ages and as some of the most from al' over the southwest there
Mrach C. Brown
tuted themselves a committee to
schools. Our Normal course is
valuable articles shipped by ex- for the three days event, which
hood. -- Santa Fe Eagle.
Camille Grantham
call a meeting of the taxpayers
designed to prepare young peo
press are diamonds and other begins Labor day.
Hazel Shontz
of the State of New Mexico to
ple for teaching positions.
This
precious stones, silver trinkets,
The tennis tournament how
Hertha Mulhhll
lie held ut Santa Fe, New Mexicourso contains all the subjects
Labor Day Proclamation
etc., the public can well afford ever is only one of the small
Edna King
co, on the 1st day of September
on which applicants for first
Labor in one form or another to pay a higher rate to get the features arranged for the huge
Neva Odom
IHID. for the purpose (H organizgrade
certificates will be examexby
the
all the protection offered
celebration at Roswell that day.
Mrs. Fred Derr
ing a State Taxpayers' Associa- is the force that moves
ined.
Three of our 1915 gradupress
company's
methods
of
affairs of men. The real laborer
There will be a big free brbe-cuMrs. Verda Smith
tion of New Mexico. While the
ates
made
first graJe certificates
transportation.
civiliprime factor of our
at noon, two base ball games Marguerite Williams
details of the organization to be is the
this summer and will teach
can be ascertained, a mamoth parade in the mornAs
as
far
all
produced
By
is
labor
zation.
Carolyn Parke.
perfected necessarily will be deCurry ounty schools during the
life of the na- there wa.i .no violent objection ing, a prize fight some time durtermined at this meeting, th? that sustains the
coming
year. The Commercial
soil, maintains raised to the increase when it ing the day between John
Wilkie Carter and family reiilt;a in the minds of the signers tions. It tills the
course
includes Bookkeeping,
comby
express
was
l
tho
aske
and makos transof Roswell, and Mike Baca, turned Wednesday from a visit
df this call is tha formation oT our industries
Commercial
Arithmetic,
Law,
hearing
panies
their
before
effecat
and
portation convenient
of Santa Fe, who claims the to both California Expositions.
an organizotion strictly nonTypewriting, Shorthand and
the interstate commerce com- state title. And the day's fes- Mr.
tive.
Carter speaks interestingly
in
partisan and
It is but fair and just that we mission.
tivities will be finished with a of the New Mexico exhibit at English. A fee of one dollar a
racier, which ihall have for
month for the use of the typeset. a:"irie ore day on which we
bt.ll at i..ght.
San Diego. He says the New
its object:
writes will be charged in this
immagnify
the
may exalt and
Mexico building with its exhibits
BORN -- To Mr. 'and Mrs. W.
1.
To encourage and promote
course, otherwise it is free to
portance of the foundation in A. Skarda, Saturday, an 8 pound
Bessie Swartz left this week of Mineral and Agricultural any
economy in administration of
county.
student in
the production of all things that boy.
Products is grand.
Iowa to attend schojl.
for
jiuhlic business in New Mexico fructify
Students have the privilege of
and expand the earth's
and in the counties, cities and usefulness to man.
taking all of the course or any
political subdivisions
part of it or any combination of
Now, therefore, in accordance
thereof.
...
the three courses.
at:itra
with the law of our land and the
2.
The education of the mem- custom of our people, I, William
bership uf the association by C. McDonald, Governor of the
Leg Broked In Runaway
proper means of instruction and State of New Mexico, do hereby
publicity in tax matters.
Billi j Bryson, an employe of
proclaim Monday, the Gth day of
the Santa Fe Hospital, met with
with and September, 1915, as Labor'Day
To
a very serious accident Monday
assist local, county and munici- and heartily recommend that it
by getting his leg badly broken.
pal taxpayers' associations, en- be observed by all the people of
team he was driving suddenThe
couragement of the formation of New Mexico as a legal holiday;
ly became unmanagable,
ran
which may properly become a that the state offices be closed
away
Main
throwing
on
Street,
part of the work of this
of
the
and the ordinary business
Bryson out with the above reration; and toa33ist and
t,H
day be suspended, in order that
The unfortunale man was
sult.
with public officials of New all may do honor to the great
to the hospital, where he
taken
'
cities,
Mexico, its counties and
body of our people who labor in
n
ia'vv..'.vHv
4' V "
V.,'
received
medical aid. It is not
'''..
in tax matters.
forthe fields, the factories, the
yet
whether amputation
known
investigaand
shops
by
4.
To ascertain
ests, the mines, in the
m
vrm.
4
It W fTT.-jwill be necessary.
tion approved methods of assess- on the railroads, and in the varfur
The accident which lead to
ment and taxation, to the end ied industries of the State.
Mr.
Brvson's injury occured in
Dona at the Executive Office,
that intelligent and forceful
value
front of Mar.dell's store
hosiery
the
biggest
.'i-l
the
is
,
recommendations may be made this the 19:h day of August, 1915.
)d.-!'?':.i:'ifor
customers
Mr. Bryson was driving
our
while
offer
,.
can
V.v
great
my
through the. association and its
hand and the
Witness
up
youngsters.
street with a load of hay.
the
their
yjy
,
I'.vv'.-'-- '
to public officials seal of the Slate of New Mexico.
'
jar
The
athey passed the crossv.
inspect
in
rrV&
for
Come
and
m'S.'
yourself
William C. McDonald.
and the state legislature.
ing in front of Mandell's, threw
It is clear that there 'is room
)j
.:
?
,
Mr. Bryson frora the seat and
that make us want to tie up the
for such an organization in New
To The Hunters
i;.
thin
store
with
our
",,
of
reputation
the load of hay was a'so thrown
Mexico because of the apparent
'' '
With the hunting season about
world famous family brand.
. s X&'x
. cr?
cut, being sccatted ty bale until
U
t
need for economy and efficiency to open, hunters will do well to
he reached the corner of the
Inspect i!:c LiacI: Cat numbers
in the expenditure of public post themselves on tha federal
'
Model Grocery, where the team
'
mon,y. Similar organizations regulations, f
for 3o-- ; and Girl:
jr in m my inalmost collided with a telephone
in otliT states have encountered stances federal and st
post, Tom Reagan, one of our
ite reguladifferent weight for
T!::rr.ine
i
ir
m
and have corrected conditions' tory measures overlap and in
Ask cir
School wear nml Sunday
best known horsemen attempted
jWk.
"
vnn ihi t rinlp
similar to thoso ntnv existing in many others, there is great lack
stop the team but not until
to
kneo. Then tike a look at tho reinforced
New Mexico, having thereby of conformity. The man accus
they had reached a point near
Lj
"
Jierl
toe
the
and
proved of u?e to th. tnxpayers tomed
to observing the state law
the court house did he succeed
Wo have Black Cat Reinforced
and state. It is not the purpose is likely to get into trouble, for
.
s
;
in doing so.
Kosiory ncro J or Dotn coys ana gins
;;yv:-?kv
Vy.J
to the proposed organization to
V;
handaoms in appearance end dyed with
'f
f !?!'
the United States government
fV a:,
ffid take any of the work now has issued a bulletin stating that
.'
.'f ,:':';';"..' :
permanent dyes that can't injure the A.
kiddies' fceu
delegated to the 6tate tax com- "while it is unfortunate that the
xv
Wallace Carmack and wife left
Btock Cat Xt
' V " T! r
M Afteryourvau't on boairht
mission or to interfere in any state and federal regulations do
" .'V
'V
Sunday for points in Kentucky
for
youiKtsiera, remembor that KW '
IS
V
X&r
V"
way with individual assessments not always conform," the de:
Vt-webav this pocrlcM hosiery for MJf
vi- '
i '
jr
where they will visit Mr.
:,
thefnmilv.You'llappreciateoorrioint
j, 1
Jr
f
..'
of property.
partment must insist upon the
parents.
irJ tbat Uiia ia the stora of BIG valuea.
The main object of the associ- observance of the federal reguJohn Jones, the Buick man
ation as outlined, is tie promo- lations. El Paso Herald.
Tucumcari, sold Will
from
tion of efficiency ami economy
a fine new Buick car
Wednesday
and
for
state
Al. Klien left
in all departments of
Thursday. Mr. Mersfelder says
local government. To this end, an extended visit throughout
it is a "hum dinger" that he has
every taxpayer in New Mexico, the east, visiting several cities,
to put the breaks on it to keep it
corporate or individual, is invit- including Chicago, Philadelphia,
from beating the Limited
expects
in
and Kansas City. II e
ed to attend and participate
two
gone
months.
meeting.
be
to
the organization
.
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The
Goddess

and onee more saw. Then be felt in
his pocket to see if this time be had
a spare pair with him. He had.

uuMUTUiuiwnmiTvr

By CHARLES
GODDARD and
GOUVERNEUR
MORRIS

"Nobody,"

he thought,

"will

but spit
this. They hsve nothing to do
laugh."
on a red hot stove and
iu uiu.
I've got extra ciomea,
berland. "If you wail nere, 1 11 go ana
necessary. Aren't
come back with the
you dying for a smoxe r
(
I am, saia lumui,

ei.).

ever

catch me with but one pair again."
A man of Iron nerves and of great
Imagination
under perfect control,
Professor Stilllter had but one weaknesshis eyes. Otherwise be waa as
strong as a bull; hut let him once begin to think about bis eyes and he became the prey of fearful and wild

Novelizts Iron the Photo Play ol
produced by the
the mom
ViUgrph Company

-

4V.A,
the- pennptae'e
He accepieu
cigarettes and a number of matches.
CHAPTER XII.

w

angel
It had leaked out that the
recently
heaven,
from
Copyright, IMS, bjr the Star Co.
Adirondacks, would reach New York
entrances
on a certain train, and the
to tbe Grand central bibuuq
lEISIi
thronged with Idlers on the lookout
'
1
before, when after a glorious rusn
.
for a sensation. I don't know wbat
8YNOP8I8.
through soace she found herself on
expected to see some sort of
they
A
pool of water and
by
Nation perhaps, at whom
a
seated
earth,
Gordon
Carrie
psychologist,
a
professor Sttlllter.
ni
i
eyes of Tommy Bar
looking
would Jeer ceriamiy
Into
the
Barclay, 8. mine and Bturtevant,
they
to the world the
pl'n to preach
tia Very few persona in the crowd
through a young and clay.
,.nel of
from theBe as she
believe that
Educated to her finger tips in tne
f auUful woman who ahull
really saw her-b- ut
They
,el. a little Ame.burymessenger.
passed swiftly wun
girl, orphaned languages of this world, she bad never
no Jeers
"nicniiK of a eugenic marriage, and
master. In dreams sne naa
had
to a waiting taxlcub arose
knowing that she
but only a low, humming
her In a cavern. In car. aof a woman.
without
Insults,
taught,
been
and
grow,
plan
.he
,
mowed to their
Tommy Har-""You Leave Her Alonel" 8houUd Tommy.
was learning, all that a great ana un
murmur of wonder and admiration.
Fifteen year, elap.e.
adopted .on of Millionaire, Barclay. scrupulous dreamer had thought best
walked like someone in a trance,
She
w
"
Is the most beaumui
JevVloi.. radi al tendencle. which threatenclear rather loud voice, so that the dack.
or
neither to the right nor to the
prospecto
hi.
know
looking
lo.e
for
her
world,
he
In.ane
man',
plan.,
two guides turned to look at her, and scheme.
Some thlnR ner a
le elder
of
heirship, ani on a hunting
work
to
the
leaned
ber lovely face bad such an
And
as
she
but
left,
..............
will
a
n,(rm New Vork
who think. .In- '.a. Ju.t
tle.tla.
the younger of them having looked, be
expression of serenity and peace and
to Bellevlew observation ward,
heaven to ave the. world. The cooking, her lovely face, red with the
taken
durand
sheepishly pulled off his hat,
Ldv'nture. of Tommy and Cele.tla in the beat of the Are, that very dreamer
she was so touchlngly young tbat the
CHAPTER XI.
ood begin.
ing the rest of the march held It in
worst scoffers felt their hearts soften
was watching ber, from a neighbor
his hand. He didn't quite believe that
ing thicket, with almost as much ad
go out to her.
and
ever
you
INSTALLMENT
have
FOURTH
He didn't
Think of the maddest
she came from heaven.
white dreBS, falling in unbroken
Her
miration as be felt for himself. And
you
ana
quite believe that she didn't. He pro- been, multiply that by ten.
what she was,
her shoulders, the Jeweled
felt
that
He
from
why
not?
lines
state
CHAPTER X.
At least will have some Idea of Tommy's
posed to take no chances.
her forehead, would,
across
low
bund
what she was going to be, was all tne
Bhe was the most beautiful creature of mind when be found that his clothes
place, make almost
and
own
mind
time
his
of
the
work
at
Hut Tommy stopped short with a
he had ever seen, or ever hoped to were gone. It was half an hour before any other wearer ridiculous. But
hiding place and
bis
from
arose
He
he was able to think.
see.
kind of Jork, as s tethered animal stPDned cautiously toward ner. n
face was so commandlngly
ht that time there was no
stops when It comes to the end of Us was his Intention to hynotlze her and
Stilllter passed over the question of
good and beivutlful thut only women,
a
In
Celestln
all
clearly,
of
and
acsight
sound
Imiffpp
or
anv
rope; for he saw
Celestla's origin; he appeared to
her clothes at
.
get her away from that place quickly
ne and reporters noticed
moment, that It was not a woman who
Still furiously angry, mil caimi-rcept it as a matter of course.
And only those of them who were
so that Tommy snouia not
auletlv
and
all.
pre
up
the
of
the
Invited him to share the shelter
"I hope you will succeed." he said. hurried to the but and used
the crowd
have an opportunity to make further
out In the foremost fringe ofsandals,
her
"I conld stand being happier myself. cious hour to make a suit of clothes
hut. hut a little child. He atopped trouble. It needed no more now tnan
except for thin
that,
saw
with
iw.rt then and smiled as a boy smiles.
Won't you tell me how you propose to of the buffalo robe. He succeeded
feet were bare.
rock crys
of
sphere
Binull,
glimpse
of
that
a
an old nail, which he found, In mak
go about the matter."
"Not room enough for two in there," tal which Professor Stilllter carried at
Another crowd not so large saw her
go
be said. "Hut If you get frightened or ways with him to reduce Celestla to
"If you like," she said; then for a ing holes for his arms and legs to
the taxlcab and enter Iielleview
leave
s
through and In cutting a strip of hide hospital. From these there went up a
w.n aiivthins. lust call. I'll hear.
long time she talked reform and
condition of mind In which ahe
that
affair
the
suit
a
as
night."
taught
good
belt,
but
for the
Ann
to him, exactly as he had
short, sharp murmur of pity. "Of
spoke and acted upon impulse, that
It seemed durker when she had did not rise within herself.
her to talk them, with the same eager. waa not a success. Finully he deter course, she's mad. poor thing." theBe
But
the
carrying
no
naked,
ina.H thn door of the hut and
simple faith and serene conviction. He mined to travel
thought." or elBe they are going to
though he flashed the crystal suddenly
longer gleamed in the lire light. Pro in her face and exclaimed In a tone
pretended to be Immensely Interested buffalo suit over his arm to be donned make out that she Is, and that's worse;
fainter.
In her schemes. But he doubted their hastily in case he met anyone.
feasor Stilllter lowered his rifle with of sham command: "Sleep. Celestla,'
and did anybody ever see sucn nair
Then he knelt and began to hunt for practicality. And he tested her with
So he swam to the mainland, Keep
a suppressed sigh of relief and sank either she was too startled and bewll
d eyes, and such a carnage 01 tne
glasses. He hunted until the knees numerous questions, to which during ing the buffalo hide out of water as
down among the bushes. And when
all or for his
at
crystal
or any dress so white, or anyone
the
head,
to
see
dered
through
Tommy, healthfully tired, had fallen nnea enmethtng was lacking In the of his trousers were worn
the long years of her training he had much as he could, and on feet which thut moved with so much grace?"
back ached like taucht her the answers. Toward tne were soon bruised and bloodied, bead
into a sound sleep he withdrew to a nrocess. for she sprang to her feet and the small of his
Professor Stilllter, I who - was wen
He hunted slowly end of their conversation be made less ed straight for Four Corners.
He
distance with his followers, and passed with a cry of fear and ran from him, an ulcerated tooth.
nown to tne ...II
uiuu,....,
neueviow ...knatlla.
be
ex
he
felt
that
methodically
until
be
upon
and
because
a night of supreme discomfort
hough he remained a spectator of all
Tommy by name at the must have covered every square Inch and less opposition to her theories. He chose this course not there, but beupon
calling
began to accept and to agree with pected to find Celestla
the hsrd ground. Celestla was safe ton of her lungs
tests to which her mental power
of the open glade.
s
or an cause he was well known there, and the
ii Tnmmv'a rare, and there was no
them. And In
subjected, refused to give nis
Tommy, and Still
were
ran
after
she
So
help.
scream
a
necessary
for
began
to
Then be
un a pnarattnz them before morning.
hour she hsd performed the miracle could get clothes and if
as to her sanity.
conclusions
two guides
own
and
the
ber,
ran
after
Iter
grew
hoarse
After an hour his screams
converting him to his own beliefs. posse of men who would help find out
Bright and early Celestla waked and
of
her a good many
of
out
with
Sme'lisgood
been
came
"I've
man
old
and
and faint and presently his vocal
wss amused, he was also ex what had become of her.
ateoDed from the hut Into the cold,
he
If
"and, 01 course.
said,
And
end,"
he
on
him.
hours
after
followed
hiding and
and be could no longer elted and exhilarated. "She plays her
Badly bitten by mosquitoes, gnats
atlll Adirondack dawn. Tommy, his In this order they came to the shore cords relaxed
ve formed an opinion, but I refuse
o'clock
sound.
a
by
five
make
died,
thought.
he
had
part to perfection," be
and deerfllea.
feet to the Are that had almost
Interfere In any way witn your
of the Island, toward which Tommy,
So It was to be death, was It? Death
Well," he said at last, I believe arrived within half a mile of Four experiments and deductions."
still slept. She knelt by him and alarmed by Celestla's cries, was strug- was
be
when
forest,
footsteps
damned
In
of
the
you are right Whether you can put Corners, when a sound
Studied his face at leisure. Presently allna In a welter of foam
At first they all tnougnt mat sne
a vlrburnum
still In the prime of life! Death behe touched bis hand cautiously with
mud. They couldn't help It. She
as
actually saw Celestla. cause a little .boy loved a little girl your schemes In execution Is another caused him to dart behindin
he
when
Hut
his buffalo
matter. Talk to the guides; ten tnem bUBh and dress hastily
the tlD of ber finger and found that it Tommy's enthusiasm for being of
them that she came from heaven.
told
Well
up
her!
refor
and always stood
to do. See If you robe suit. That so dressed he
was cold. Then, happy as a child, to
nil bad come to save the world. Ana
in her apnmed suddenly to It had to be, and be tried to resign what you Intend
sembled a cross between the wild man she told them these things with such
can convince them."
be of service, she put wood on the fire pool. He let his feet drop to the tot
himself to It and be calm.
while the party rested at
of Borneo and a Christmas stocking, simplicity and dignity that it was ob- 80
and blew the embers Into flame. Still torn and tood with Just his head out
was
He woke so frightened that he
spring, Celestla talked smoothly and did not trouble him. He was covered
Tommy did not wake, and she knelt of water. So standing, he saw stunious to tin moat cyuical that she at
dead in reality. And It took him earnestly to the guides. The younger and proprieties were preserved. That
by him once more and. with a laugh, ter seize Celestla by the wrist and at half
least bplleved what she said. "It wsfj
together.
pull
himself
to
some
time
back
Stepping
never took his eyes off her face; but was all that mattered.
like a mother." suld one of the youoT
bowed her lovely head and kissed him. temnt to force her back toward tne
Well, the party landed and took up the elder, after a while, looked only Into the trail and renewing his way
Tommy was dream'.ng of her. She camp. He ssw her shake herself free
doctors afterward, "telling ber chilI
Corners.
CumFour
to
the long trail
on
at the ground, and occasionally nod he came face to face with John
bad promised to marry him as
dren Bible storieB."
(th an astonishing show of energy
About leaving Tommy without ded. As for tbe old Indian, he too its berland.
Cross questioning could neither
as he bad killed the horrible dragon and It was as If her eyes no less than
Stilllter had no compunctions. tened, and It seemed as if some feeling
John gave one look at Tommy and shake her narrative In detail or degree.
that lived under the hill. Tommy, ber hand went out to him In an ap clothes.
He
The young man might suffer.
ktn to remorse was gnawing at bis shuddered. Every brave man has his nd us her mind continued to respond
after a desperate battle, in which he nea!
for heln.
,
would undoubtedly catch a frigntrui leathery heart, for he was seen to cast weakness; an Inborn fear of maniacs quickly and pntlently to one lest after
had
tommy
on
was armed with only a
out
stood
The veins
cold, but he wouldn t actually die. sidelong glances at the bundle he had was Johnny's.
He would have given another they became more and more
Just succeeded In opening the dragon's forehead
He'll swim across," Stilllter thought. made of Tommy's clothes, and later hi reoutatlon to be elsewhere, but he puzzled. InBtead of being able to prove
away,
Jugular vein, and was Just ruBhing out
Ton
me
"Don't let hlra take
and walk naked until he reaches the when the party had resumed Its way, had plenty of real nerve, and though that she was defective, It began to
from under the hill to claim his re- mv!" aha cried
of Four Corners. Then he 11 It seemed as If the bundle had be he felt that the situation might prove dawn on them after hours of experi
outskirts
when
Celestla,
waiting
the
ward from
anouieu
You leave her alone!
buBh and call plteously for come too heavy for him, for when he desperate, he resolved to face It like a
In
a
hide
waked,
he
and
bim,
klBsed
ment and observation that she was tbe
be really
Tommy. "If you toucn ner i n anoc
I could be there to see. thought no one waa looking he cast u man. He had often heard that the way
help.
I
wish
kissed.
been
nut only mentally but physiopposite,
and knew that he bad
your head off.
The scene should have In It the true from him Into a thicket. This was sn to get along with maniacs la by humor cally.
His very first words were of reproof.
Rnr Stilllter by now appreciu.eu
comedy."
He had stolen. In. them: so he drew a long breath
set of conscience.
At last Professor Stilllter took tbe
"Celestla, dear," ba said, "you Tnmmv'a predicament
ana smiieu essence of
had no beliefs that could That couldn't be helped; but at least
a ghastly smile. "It Is it head doctor aside.
Stilllter
mustn't do that."
dryly.
way,
I
but
scientific
In
However.
profit
It.
by
a
Crusoe!"
ratified
be
not
not
he would
must be Robinson
"You haven't even a pretext for de
"Mustn't kiss you?"
"fnm and do It. he sam.
be could not altogether explain away regret to say, a few days later the old
"What's that?" cried Tommy, sharp taining her, have you?" he asked.
"Of course not."
"You know I can't come and do It
Tommy
sold
of
and
hu
man returned for the clothea
i
the miraculous coincidence
at...
She s
ly. For be waa not in a pleasant
"Not one." said the doctor.
Her great eye assumed an injured now VOU flOg. BB1Q
lUIIimj, .n.inti
being the very first person that Cele
then.
mor.
as sane as you or I, according to all
you Just wait."
look.
"but
lv.
should meet.
Well." thought Stilllter ss he fol
"That's all right," said Johnny, bark- the tests, and yet she can t be. bat
"In heaven," she said, "an angel al"Pan't " Stl ter. "in great nurrjr tia"Why
pick out to meet her when lowed Celestla and the guides. "We've ing alowly away. "1 thought you to become of her?"
ways wakes me with a kiss."
You'll be better ort
Come, Celestla!
she comes back, from all the millions a nucleus of votes against the time thought you were Robinson cruse; usti
Why. as long as I discovered ber,
Tommy was wide awake now.
Ith me. You can see for yoursen
her, when we need them," and being a If you think you are someone else
said Professor Stilllter, "I feel that I
"What kind of an angel?" he in- - thst the young man has no intention who might be the first to meet
the one person who was unhappy psychologist, he wondered why the think so too. 1 tbluk whatever you
gulred with a kind of cold suspicion In of risking himself against rour 01 us.
younger guide Kept looKing ai .
up,
do."
voice.
drew
herself
meanwhile
bis
releatla
lestla and the elder didn't.
"I am Tommy Barclay," said Tommy
"Oh," she said carelessly, "anyone tail nroud and cold: she loogea si
he
charm,
a
like
works
She
thought
a certain fierceness.
by,
pass
with
she
and
more,
and
that hunuened to
Tnmmv iiiRt once
.
thought, "and she is my
Of course you are, exclaimed the
had slept long enough. But looked as If she had never seen him
that
And In a way she waa; out tne renorter. "that's what I meant to say
then Celestla liked to be kiBsed. Don't before. Then she turned to Stilllter,
scientist took too much credit.
In tbe first place.
humans?"
I will co with you." she said.
Left to herself Celestla must have
"If you think I'm mad" Tommy
Yp.." said Tommy, "sometimes.
Two plans had preBentea membeen a force for good.
began, but Cumbenanu interrupieu
liked it. Only among us it's a sacred selves to Tommy. He could nave 1010.
1
jusi
Toward the end of the long tramp with a hasty "No slrree, 1 aon
humans re- releatla to shut her eyes until he told
.
sort of thing, and grown-ube frequent rests, for as sane as I am. Wouldn't wonder If
to
had
there
moods,
nave
celestial
for
couia
he
kiBses
then
them;
serve their
her to open
and
very
tired,
getting
Celestla was
saner. Maybe two or three times as
or for children, who are always rather come out of the water and fought for
.:r-r- "
when at last they reached Four Cor- sane."
heavenly." As he spoke, he began to her; but he discarded that first plan
catch
ners It wss only Just In time to
Tommy couldn't help laughing.
prepare breakfast, and CeleBtla smiled because he liked the second better.
tbe New York express.
"Look here," said Tommy, "don't be
upon him, but not as If sue was very In this he would come out of tne waDuring the few minutes there were an ass If you can possibly help It. My
much Interested in what be bad said ter when she had gone. Blip Into some
to spare, however, Celestla gathered pinthna were stolen while I was in
or indeed understood it. Suddenly she of his clothes and follow her.
all the crowd there wss to gamer, ana swimming. I threw this Casbionabl
aald:
Celestla, 8tllllter. the two guides
Smellsgood
made the deepest and most lasting Im- suit together out of respect for An
man
old
"I want to cook."
all
of
and last
pression that had ever been made up- thony Comstock, and I'm looking for
You do. do you? Do you know vanished In the thick of the wooos.
on
tbat woodland community.
head
a young lady named Celestla "
minutes'
two
how?"
Tommy gave them
happens
in
Something
Interest
of
Greek
"The girl fronrneavenr'
a
as
"I've watched you."
start, and then beautiful
the midst of a remote wilderness, and
"That's what abe says; but how do
Tommv rose with a laugh.
God. he rushed out of the water to the
within a few hours the Incident writ you know?"
"Then vou shall." be said, "and I'll trees where he had hung his clothes.
ten un" w th details appears m a new.- "Me? I Interviewed ner just oerore
They were gone.
have a swim to wake me up."
owing
express,
is
York
Is
possiDie
paper. That this
she boarded the New
He Resembled s Cross Between s
"A swim?"
Tommv having failed her, It was ob
to good management and Professor Stilllter. the famous psy
Wild Man and a Christmas Stocking.
"You do It In the water," said vious to Professor Stilllter that Celes- 6he Bowed Her Lovely Head and
to good luck.
chologist found her In the woods, and must at least look after her until I die
Kissed Him.
Tommy gravely, and be made swim tla no longer even wished to escape.
"Johnny" Cumberland of tne New between you and me she s some girl. cover who her people are. So, If you
ming motions with his arms.
The heart had been taken out of her. when she was taken away?
Well York Beacon had Just stepped off the
"Who are you?" Tommy asked ab will keep her here for an hour I'll
"Oh. but I'd rather swim, too, than There was no need to throw ner into
If
meeting.
An A - they won't do any more
Montreal express at Four Corners for ruptly.
send for her."
bub wuu.u u
cook." said Celestla, and she prepared a hypnotic trance, nL
forces,
If
can help It. It really looks as
New York
days' rest and holiday in tne
"John Cumberland.
The doctor followed Professor Bill
to follow him. But Tommy shook his she waa told.
now a few Ha had earned thla by trackor
understand
little
we
which
of
im
woods.
Beacon."
Since her emergence from that
liter Into the waiting room. This was
head.
two
bring
these
to
work
Six
period
Ing,
were
at
through
of
I
you
who
probably
a
know
dnwn.
ins
"Then
empty but for a gentleman In a fj
"Somebody has to eook," he said aginary heaven, which nothing could
together and spoil my plans.
weeks, and causing the arrest of a cer am.
corner, whose face was concealed by
"and I was the first to think about persuade her was Imaginary, Celestla
you
make
"do
Celestla,
using
"Why,"
said
been
tain gentleman who had
"If you're really Mr. Thomas Bar a newspaper. At the outer door ol
swimming and so it would be selfish had proved less manageable than he
you?"
go
with
un
me
clay. I do. Are you?"
the United States mail to separate
the waiting room Professor Stlllltei
had expected. He thansea nis stare,
of you"
"Ife my duty," said Stilllter; "you aonhlatlcated people from their money
Tommy merely nodded and the re shook hands with the doctor.
"You were nicer to me yesterday
that she had taken a sudden fancy to can't
mercy
at
the
woods,
In
the
live
"I want to go somewhere for a few norter knew he was speaking the
running away with Tommy rather
"It's been wonderfully interesting
aid CeleBtla, and she turned with
the first young man that comes days," said Johnny, to the city editor, truth.
hasn't It?" he said. "I'll let you know
little cry of astonishment to the kettle than with ome other young man. He of
along."
any
news.
make,
rea
statement
to
no
Is
good
you've
"where
there
"If
how she gets on. Meanwhile thanks
disliked Tommy for three
which had lust boiled over.
"He was going to take me to New
'
The city editor did not make the Mr. Barclay."
Tommy hurried away chuckling, and sons. Tommy disliked him. and twice
for ail the trouble you have taken.
Brooklyn
York."
mm.
head.
answer
about
Tommy shook his
And I'll send for her In about an
Just before he came to the Narrow Tommy had gotten the better or
train, usual cynicaldepartment. He saia sim
next
by
1;
the
am
so
"Well,
New
York?"
"They took her to
or the atate
hour."
be stripped and bung his Twice Tommy had knocked hlB glasses
Island
rato
talk
you
here,
setm
look
Waykocus
But
"To Bellevlew, Stilllter couldn
Tbe door closed behind him and
elothes on a tree limb, then he ran off and rendered him blind and help- tionally enough." he laughed, good ply: "Try Four Corners, dismissed
pmintv. New York." and
make up his mind whether she waa the doctor turned to retrace his stepi
into the water until It was waist deep less. Hut he knew all about Tommy
me,
but
forgive
naturedly.
"You'll
or not."
Johnny with a quick, pleasant nod
and couldn't help respecting him In
to the observation loom.
and then dove.
person that
Johnny, however, had no sooner
"I'm afraid she is," said Tomtr.
Another young man took you for a demented
Celestia, busy with the cooking, was some ways.
Just then the gentleman In the cor
In
Jewels
know,
those
you
costume,
Ce- newsless
old
man,
here,
the
of
at
Look
I'd
advantage
kid.
be
train
off
"Poor
the
stepped
ner rose to his feet, laid aside hit
not troubling her mind about celestial mlsht have tuken
expect a sane
wouldn't
You
vour
hair.
anybody
to
who
friend
Innocence,
long
into
ran
head
Ignorance
nrsi
he
life
and
than
a
lestla'a
newspaper and disclosed the bronzeC
affairs.
way for a fishing place
there appeared a bring me a decent suit of clothes In face of Tommy Barclay.
He took off his glasses to polish person to dress that
The reason thai Tommy could not
you are?" And that afternoon
who
you
me
tell
Won't
trip.
1
Ce
to
as
next
moment
devoted
know
train.
time to catch tbe
column of the Beacon
ndaratani: Celestla was simple. She them and became for the
"I'd like to apeak with you fof a mo
"i am Pelestla." she said. "I come lestla and headlined like this:
everybody In Four Corners, but some ment, If you don't mind," he said.
She
blind as a stone. And that made bim
tumid not explain herself.
hap
world
the
make
to
heaven
from
glasses
how I can't see mysvlf fnclng them in
(TO Bis CONTINUED.,
tiered beyond question that she had shudder. So he polished his
Anrel from heaven found In Adiron
pier." She spoke these words in
always lived In heaven until the day as quickly as ba could, put them on.
fancies.
Most men die but once. Professor
Stilllter bad died a thousand deaths
and all of them violent and horrible,
and due to a sudden loss of sight
During the preceding night, lying mis
erably on the hard, rooty ground, he
had bad a most unpleasant- nightmare
about himself.
He waa alone in the midst of a vast,
trackless forest He was there on
scientific business to record the song
of a certain very rare bird. But the
bird wouldn't sing. It would only
laugh.
Now he had stopped to rest; so baa
the laughing bird. In the forest was
the silence of death. Suddenly the
bird began to laugh again, and this
time the laughter came nearer and
nearer. And presently there emerged
from the forest Into the little open
glade in which he stood two children, who held hands and laughed.
They were Tommy Stee'.u and the little Amesbury girl. They walked
atraight toward him as if they didn't
see him. But they must have, for sud
denly they stopped, and Tommy sutd:
So you are the man that tried to
take her away from me and lock ber
up in heaven, aren't you? '
Yes, I am, and what's more, 1 11 get
her this time."
And he lunged at the little Ames- bury girl, and Tommy simply knocked
his gluBses off.
He stood still for quite a long time.
He could hear the children, still laughing as they wandered off Into the forest. The laughter grew fainter and
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JOE FOLK'S COBBLESTONES

Children Cry for Flotclicr'o

RAILROAD BUILDING AT NIGHT

,
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Samuel Huiton Thompson, assistant attorney general, and Mr. Thomp-o-n
vera at dinner one night with Mr.
and Mra. Joseph Folk. After dinner It
waa suggested that the party should
go np to the Folk residence to listen to
some graphophone music.
So they all started. On reaching
there Mr. Folk put hia hand In bis
pocket to find his keys. He took his
hand out of that pocket and sought
another pocket. Then he tried bis
right rest pocket, then his left vest
pocket, then other of bis numerous
pockets In rapid succession.
Then he left the vestibule and
walked down the steps, leaving bis
wife and two friends In the doorway.
Acrocs the street was a pile of cobblestones. Carefully selecting a fine
- round atohe, he retraced his steps and
entered the vestibule again.
There waa a smash of glass, and
a large bole appeared In the Folk
front door. Joe Folk Inserted bis
band therein and unlocked the door from the Inside, bade his friends enter,
and In a few minutes the graphophone was playing.
"And," said Commissioner Oliver Newman, who told this at the White
House, "the funny part Is tbat was the third time this season that a cobble
baa been used. When they finally move tbat pile of atones, Joe will have to
carry a battering ram."
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Just-aa-g-o- od

the accompanying en- are located at Intervals along the arm.
graving la an apparatus that Is being By means of this arrangement plenty
portion
used In Africa to permit of railroad of light can be shed upon tbe
overhangs,
arm
the
that
track
of
the
reports
the
night,
construction at
can
Scientific American. A freight car Is while beams of the searchlights preutilised as a lighting plant. Project- be caat ahead where tbe work ot
ing from a tower built at one end of paring the roadbed Is under way. The
carrying on
the car la a light arm tbat extends lighting plant permits ofwhile
the torfar out over the track. At the ex- work In tbe cool hours, tbe horizon,
treme end of this arm two search- rid sun has retired below
lights are placed, while other lamps and labor Is possible.
Pictured

In

DEPEND ON RAILROADS
WARRING NATIONS HAVE BEEN
WELL SERVED BY LINES.
Importance of Communication In the
Great Struggle 8hown Ruasla'a
Lack of Facilities Has Proved
a Serious Handicap.
Effective railway mileage baa played
In the winning of modern battles. The Russians have not
only bad
men to deal with In the eaatern war
theater, but, also, a wonderful, strategically Invaluable net of railways.
The German railways have been Instruments of first Importance In every
Russian defeat. On tbe western front,
where the fighting has been more stationary, tbe highly developed railway
system of Germany meets tbe equally
highly developed railway system of
France. How well France and Germany are prepared to meet the emergencies of war transportation as compared with the other belligerents is
shown In a recent bulletin Issued by
the National Geographic society. Tbe
bulletin reads:
"Tbe total length of the railways of
the world is about 750,000 miles, ot
s
which' considerably more than
falls to the continents of Europe and America. The United States
leads all the other nations of the
world In the total of Its railroad mileage, though it is proportionately beBelgium, now
hind some of them.
back of the invaders' lines, is one of
territories in tbe
tbe
world for rull communication, and the
rallwoys of Great Brltuln, Germany
and France are equal to almost any
struln that a war trufTlc muy put upen
them. Europe possesses more than
212,500 miles of railway lines, of which
falls to the share of
about
the central German powers, the Ger
.
man empire and
Germany, with Its 210,000 square miles
of area, has about 40,000 miles of rail
line, while France, with its 208,000
square miles, has 32,000 miles of trackage.
lluHHla nud Finlnmi. together, with a
total are of 2,095.616 square miles, or
very nearly ten times tue Bize or uer- ninny, have a railway mileage slightly
loss than that of Germany. In great
part, the Russian railways are
trunk lines, and the Muscovite
land nowhere has anything corre
sponding to the Interweaving rallwuy
nets of Germany and France. 1Mb
lack of railway fucllitles has been one
of the diHudvantaaes that the Rus
sians have had to overcome during the
present war.
Among the other countries of Europe, Italy has some 11,250 miles of
railroad, so laid down na to bind almost her entire frontier by a rail line
fringe; Spain has about 10,000 miles
of track; Great Britain and Ireland
have 24.000 miles, and
has a total mileage of about 28,.

a potent part

well-traine- d

CHIEF FLYNN'S

FIRE ESCAPE

William Flynn, the secret service
chief, used to have ambitions to' be
an Inventor. His taste ran toward
Are escape
getting up a
that would fold up when not In use
nd not seriously mar the appearanre
of a building. He felt that If be could
Just do something to save a few distracted persons caught In burning
buildings he would not have lived In
vain. Holng a resourceful person,
Flynn thought and thought about the
proposition until Anally he got a plan
all worked out. Ho showed his drawings to several friends, who declared
that it was thoroughly practical. All
that remained to be done was to have
the thing patcntod and then sit back
and reap the fortune that was his.
One afternoon he was strolling
across Brooklyn bridge on his way
to look at a piece or property he was
olng to buy' when the money began
to' pour In from th new fire escape.
He chanced to glance across at a build
ing and noticed a fire escape that looked something
and found that the device was exactly like the one
Inquiry he found that the one on the building had
There was not a thing wrong with his Invention,
thirty-fivyears too lute In getting around to it.

V

four-fifth-

like his. He went nearer
he had Just Invented. On
been patented about 18(10.
except tbat he was about

e

one-thir-

CARSON WISHES HE COULD FIGHT
Sir Edward Carson, the great
leader, who sucIrish
ceeded Sir John Simon as attorney
general In the coalition government,
mado a striking confession when at
a meruit lug meeting ho appealed for
more men.
"I only wlBh," he said, "I were
young enough to he accepted, even as
a private. It would give me more joy
honor won elsethan any
where I would gladly give up everything If I could he even In the ranks."
Always a fighter. Sir Kdward was
at his best when there was a difficult
case to be won. his extraordinary
powers of
and the
Icy, biting style he adopted towards
hostile witnesses being among bis
greatest assets.
It was in the days when he carried
out Mr. Ilnlfour's policy In Ireland
that Sir Edward once asked a parish
priest of his acquaintance what hia
'parishioners, one or two of whom had
had the misfortune to appear In the dock on political charges, thought of the
man who conducted the prosecutions.
"Well," came the pithy reply, "if they hated Satan half as much as they
hate you, I should be out 'of work."
Sir Edward has been solicitor general both for Ireland and for England;
he la a K. C, ot both the English and Irish bars, and he Is a bencher of the
Dublin King's Inn and or the Middle Temple. His rise at the bar waa the
quickest ever known.

v.-

VI

HAD HEARD ROGERS BEFORE

Austria-Hungary-

far-flun-g

Austria-Hungar-

among his most Interested pupils was
young Rogers.
The study proved so faclnatlng
that Rogers determined to enter public life, and did so, reaching congress
to serve his first term March 4. 1912.
When making bis canvaBS of his district he waa obliged frequently to
speak, an obligation which is very
distasteful to him. '
At one place he rose, and. going to
the front of the platform, said In an
ordinary voice, with an assumption of
humility, which was Intended to

(barm the hearers:

"I am not going to make any
speech tonight.' One tall Individual In the audience rose, and, yawning
aloud, remarked:
for I bsve heard you
"1 knows you ain't er going to make no speech
fcaftre'-- '

VALUABLE

LINES

IN

HAWAII

Railroad Syatem of Island Paye Hand,
some Dividends to Those Who
Own the 8toek.
Twenty years ago the railway system on the Island of Oabu, Hawaii,
bad 23M miles of track. Now there
are 127 miles, Including plantation
spurs. At first this railroad almost
ruined Its promoters. Now It la one
Investments in the
or tbe
The company
Hawaiian archipelago.
owns 22 locomotives, 44 passenger
It bas
cars and 620 freight cars.
36,000 feet of wharf and can atore
20,000 tons of sugar. Taxes on property from Ewa to Kahuku plantation,
writes a Honolulu correspondent or
Commerce Reports, which Is tapped
by this railroad, amounted at the time
the road started to $28,863; In 1914 the
taxes on the same property totaled
$310,000. This Is one. example how the
land along the line bas Increased In
value in the last twenty years. The
railroad paid $87,324 In taxes In 1914.
which means that every two years the
company pays back to the government
the amount or tbe subsidy granted to
the railroad, which waa $196,380. The
gross earnings or the road twenty
years ago were $120,000, and now they
are $1,300,000; the freight earnings
were $43,000 and today they are
the passenger earnings ' were
$25,000, and now they are $300,000.
Twenty years ago 79,000 passengers
were carried yearly, while In 1914
about 1,140.000 persons patronized the
cars. There were 907,000 passengers
carried one mile twenty years ago; In
Pas1914 they numbered 16,435,000.
senger rates show less than two cents
a mile; this Is lower than the average rate on the mainland. This railroad, which starts In Honolulu, taps
Are of tbe largest sugar plantations In
the Hawaiian Islands, all the big pineapple plantations, a sisal plantation,
several stock farms and several rice
and banana plantations; skirts the
shores of Pearl harbor, where the
United States government Is building
a $2,000,000 naval station and dry
dock, and Indirectly taps one large
American army post and one Of the
strongest
under the
fortifications
American flag. Fort Kamehameha.
which guards the entrance to Pearl
harbor. In addition to its commercial
Importance the road opens up some of
the finest scenic features on tbe Island
of Oahu.

What

CASTORIA

Is

Castorla Is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pars
Drops and Boo thing; Syrups. It Is pleasant. II
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Karootie
substance.' Its are Is Its guarantee. It destroys Worms
than thirty rears tt
and allays Feverlshness. For more
relief of Constipation,
has been In constant use for the
Flatulency, Wind Colic, all Teething Troubles and
It regulates the Stomach and Bowels,
Diarrhoea
assimilates the Food, glvlnf healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea The Mother's Friend,

ceiuuis CASTORIA always
Bears the Signature of

best-payin- g

$813,-00-

In Use For Over 30 Years
The Kind

You Have Always

man a lifetime
It takes a
to correct his bad grammar.
self-mad- e

On the other hand, the mare sometimes makes the money go.

The United States has about
of the total mileage of the world.
There ore 65,000 miles of railway on
the continent of Asia, about 26,000
miles on the continent of Africa and
Japan, with
21,000 miles In Australia.
Korea, baa only about 6,500 miles of
railway, and China has a mileage
which totals about tbe same.
The railways of Germany, France
have been deand
veloped with considerable attention to
their value In times of war. This
feature of railway development has
been especially prominent In Germany, where the state has presided
over the growth and destinies of
Several
steam line communication.
great trunk lines traverse Germany
from her western to her eastern frontier, and these lines are prepared to
bear almost any strain. Along the
netFrench border an
work of railroad has been laid, while
German railway linea parallel the Russian frontier and receive feed lines
from all parts of tbe empire.
y

Vote of Thanks.
Chicago cwea a vote of thanks to
the men of her steam railroads. The
way thy met the recent crisis (the
street car strike) and helped carry
the million workers or this city to and
from their tasks was a marvel or speed
and efficiency. They lived up to the
best traditions or American railroading and greater praise then that cannot be applied to any work done on
teel highways. Chicago Journal.

V
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Settling It.
They were Just about to get married and were discussing the details
of domestic economy.
"But I'm afraid, dearest, we shall
not be able to afford a servant at first,"
he Bald, looking tenderly at her.
"Oh, Marry, whatever will the neighbors say when they Bee me doing my
own work?"
"Why, darling." replied Harry, genuinely puzzled, "whose work do you
want to do?"

Genuine

school-house-

Building
J

Crossings to Be Guarded.
New Hampshire has passed a law
placing the protection or railroad grade
crossings In the hands or the public
service commission, which has ordered
that each city and town shall maintain
warning algns at a reasonable distance
on each side or crossings. Tbe signs
must be or enameled metal, 24x12
Inches In size, and have white letters
on a blue ground. If any town neglects to set auch signs for 60 days It
forfeits one dollar tor each day. Anyone Injuring or defacing the signs is
liable to a fine ot ten dollar.

CARTER'S LITTLE.

His Stunt.
I see In the Indian army
FlatbUBh
all orders are given In English.
Well, If the colonel
Bensonhurst
wants some pate de role graa for
luncheon, how does he order It?

one-fourt- h

track and climatic conditions. On side
tracks the rails will often be round
butting together or spaced one inch
apart, all within a few hundred :et.
This Is simply because the track are
unimportant and are laid with as little
expense as possible.
The rails on the main line of a trunk
road will be round equally spaced with
unending regularity. This Is done on
account or the expansion of the rails
In the hot summer, tor if the gap waa
not provided when the steel wss laid,
the beat would cause such a tremendous end pressure that the tracks
would assume a grapevine appearance.
World's Advance. '

Is Crowing Smaller Every Day.

LIVER PILLS are,
responsible
they

one-hal-

one-thir-

The Army of
Constipation

Make the laundrena happy tint's Red
Croae Bag Blue. Makes beautiful, clear
white ciotbea. All good trrucern. Adv.

Made a Difference.
At a dinner party the other evening,
reference having been made to the
,
good old days In the little brick
this story was recalled by
James L. Rice, coach of the Columbia
college crew:
The teacher In a public school was
giving a demonstration In mental arithmetic, and after speaking at some
boy
length she turned to a bright-faceut the head or the Hubs.
"Now, then. Willie," said she, "do
you think that you can answer me a
question In mental arithmetic?"
"Yes, ma'am," was the contldent
RAILS ALLOWED TO EXPAND
of the beaming youngster.
"Well, then." resumed the teucher,
Scientific Building Provides for the "how old would a person be who was
Effect of Heat on the Lengths
born In 187M?"
of Steel.
"That depends," quickly rejoined little Willie. "Was the person a man or
noAnyone who Is observing will
a woman?" Phlludelphla Telegraph.
tice, if walking along a railroad track
In winter, that the ends or the rails
do not meet. There will be a space
between the rails pf from
t
Inch, according to the
to
length ot the rails, character or the

(

Bought

vhk ertrraua mwnmv, niw vomi eitv.

000.

Austria-Hungar-

Representative John Jacob Rogers
of Massachusetts Is a young man, a
Harvard graduate, and really began
his congressional career while a halfback at college. It happened that
Hamlin, who was assistant secretary
of the treasury under Cleveland, came
to Harvard to give lectures In political and governmental matters, and

The Kind Ton Hare Always Bought, and which has fceea
In nss for over 80- years, has borne the signature)per-ofsi
and has been made under hi
sonal superrlaion since Its Infancy.
Jimf7-eu&Ut-f
Allow no one to deceive you In thla.
' are bat
All Counterfeit, Imitations and "
Experiments tbat trifle with and endanger the health ot
Inlants and Children Experience against Experiment.

.To be continually well,
calls for food that contains
elements that surely build
up the whole system
body, nerves and brain.
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ladiiMtisa, Sick Htasacae, Sallow Skis.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE,

must bear

Signature

WILL RENT
MY

PIANO

n
private party and
to
give privilege of buying later if
suited and applying rent on price
or will sell now to responsible party
at special price on easy monthly or
quarterly terms. If interested write
me ut once, address "PIANO" care
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HOWARD E. BURTON
8IItot, Lead, tl ;OoM,
fliwlm.n prlcee. Oold,
ZlocorCopper.il Mailing
SI'vcr.
rnrf,..pr anil full prlrellat -- nl on application,
Leadvllle. Colo. iUI CaxuonauNai Bank.
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All nii'ii are born Ignorant and some
never get over It.

Don't le mialrd. Auk for Red Croas
Unit lllue. Mukea beautiful white clothes.
Adv.
At all Rood Him-era- .
Couldn't Do It.
"I want you," said the fair society
leader, "to give me a plain opinion
about my latest photograph."
"Madam," said the gallant cavalier,
bowing, "to speak In plain terms ot
that portrait would be Impossible!"
Some
"What are you
Marc Antony, as
a priceless pearl

Drink.
doing?" demanded
Cleopatra dropped
Into her glass of

wine.

"I'm Inventing a new summer
drink," replied the queen. "I'm going
to call It a pearl sundae."

Grape-Nut- s
made from whole wheat
and malted barley contains the full nutriment of
the grain, including the
mineral salts, so essential
to balanced
Grape-Nutpartially
predigested, agrees splendidly with child or adult.
Requires little work from
the digestive organs and is
quickly absorbed by the
system, generally in about
s,

one hour.
Thousands have found
a helping hand in Grape-Nu-

ts

food

"There's a Reason"
Sold by Grocers.

Curio Faker.
Lincoln Springfield, the English editor, wss lunching In London when a
Samoan entered and shook him by
the hand.
"What do the natives do tor a living
over there?" Mr. Springfield asked the
Samoan.
"Oh," said the other, "they sell co
coanuts, and
anl
Robert Louis Stevenson's Inkwell."
Why We Eat Egos.
"I am a firm believer In adertl-Ing.- "
said a great advertising export.
"I Imp-- ) e a great part of my sue
cess to it."
Here the export's sunburnt and
healthy face was Illuminated by one ot
his rare and charming smiles.
"When a duck laya an egg," he
said, "she wsddles back to the duck
pond in indifferent silence. Hut wben
a ben lava an egg her frantic cackle
make it known.
"The hen advertises.
"And that, my dear friends, is why
the world eats hens' eggs Instead at
ducks' eggs."

PROFESSIONAL

The Clovis

News Local and Personal

Lost--

I lost some keys.

C. V. Bayless and son Carl are
visiting in Elida and Portales
this week.
Mrs. J. H. Tate went to Mis
souri Monday to visit her parents.
Mrs. Wm. Mersfelder entertained the Auction Bridge Club
at the Antlers Hotel, Saturday.
Mrs. Charles Melton left Monday for Portales to spend a short
visit with Mrs. Whitcomb.
Mr. Elmore Sr. and John Savage went toTucumcari this week
to establish a new Praetorian
Order.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Latta and
daughter; Pau':re went to Kentucky. Tuesday, for a several
weeks' visit.
y.r. and Mrs. S:oUy Ambrose
returned Friday from Arkansas
City, Kansas, where they have
been visiiivg relatives.
Mrs. K;.lph Mat tin and daughter, Alice, returned Wednesday
from Pennsylvania where they
have been visiting Mrs. Martin's
mother.
Mrs. Roy Suman has returned
from a visit to Oklahoma. Kansas and Missouri. Her daughter
Maudie. who has been clerking
accompanied her
in St Louis,

Will

$1.00 give reward.

One Year
Six Months

Wallace Crawford.

jOc
i

The world's largcptmail handling plant has been opened by
Uncle Sam. in a three-storbuilding that straddles the New
i'ork Central tracks. A day's
lu.ir.'h.s consists in handling
of mail nutter
MM), 000 pounds
that it; cariied on 227 trains.

Bob Harris a machinist, left
Sunday for Amarillo, where he
will reside.
'

Alfred Oppenhiomer a machinist, left Monday for Ft Madison,
Iowa, to visit his parents.

y

Mrs. Dick Gale, of Itoswell,
was in Clovis Monday, visiting

friends.

Otto K'imiadt. of Grady, was
in town Wtdnes lay and brought
The
iu rents are cutting.
of $53.8o4.200 to th? in a couple of loa.1.4 of J int.
st.ifk!i.hl?ra throws a spot light
Mrs. Ed T. Massey, of Kansia
upon the munitions business. It City, is the. guest ot her sit ter,
entainlv pays to sell powder to Mrs. Duncan.
the Allies that is it. pays he
Grover Busby returned Wed
Does it pay the
Du Fonts.
nesday
from a short trip to
long
run?
country in the
Abelene, Texas.
That

is

--

c

ine melon

thrt

'.he

I

Forrest Long, son of Mr. and
Mrs. R. E. Itowells, has return
ed to the city after a prolonged

See The Fairs

of New Mexico
(A. M. Hove.)

absence.
I examine and te9t eyes. No
2 t.
charges for examinatisn.
Dr. II. R. Gibson.
Mrs. M. R. Mathars and
daughter, Miss Bessie, have re
turned from a visit to Indianapolis, Ind.
Mrs. A. J. Whiting returned
from St Louis market, she visited her mother at Kansas City
upon her return.
Jonathan Horn, who rcsutes
west of Claud was in town pur
chasing supplies Thursday.

The people of the state are
making corrmendable efforts to
make the fairs this tall representative. Neaily every county is
at work collecting material for
creditable exhibits o f the
products of the soil. The growers of live stock are arranging
to i how the best of its kind in
dairy, dual rurpose, , and boef
cattle; horses; sheep; swim; uk!
.ou!try. The wunen and the
schools will add fcttructive deMerchants, manu
partments.
facturers and jelbcns will be
there with the if wares, .ihow;ng
the I est end the latest. There
...
l
will t o amuse n; nt icr e ve-- j locj
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garden
Hues, Rakes and
liof.k'.tcepif.g, Ceu''t Krpertir.g.
Pliene 72. We deliver.
Aceeiirtaiicy, Hanking.
f
Commercial
F.ti..iits,
t'.e
Coawhing for
Ttac!.ie'.',
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,
hns resii'iefi?. salehiiiao, C'lni'iiSftion Civil Sorvi.e a su"ci.:!ty. No
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Peiooi.al b' id re.purrd. vacaiioiit. Six sessiars weekly.
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information f.UJress, Six months will comp ete
Further
new
moilern
several
Expert Instructions,
C iurse.
Union
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erected
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Collins
Mr.
TL C?
Modern
Thoroiigfi
Courses,
a numoer oi tnese new duihi-ing- Colo.
Eimipment, Graduates ulaced in
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which are mtetirg
Mrs. I'attieH. He lir.nd left last excellent position.
Fall term
great demand.
week for an extended visit with opens September 7th.
The only National Accredited
(' jftninirlmm, I'mjil.
fhurretl
Mrs. I. M, Osborne returned friends a'id relatives in St Louis,
Commereial
School in the SouthThe Old Reliable Slop
this week from St Louis, where ipringtield, Id., Louisville, Ky. west. Instruction in resident
in charge of first class
she has Leen purchasing a late ' and other point3 south. She school and by correspondence.
Kit
will stop in Wichita visiting her Catalogue on request.
workmen.
i;p to da'e line ot new tail
t
elisMrs. W. S. Beck ai.d
daughter,
on
will
have
"Safety Last"
She
ALBUQUERQUE
play, style, size and color to' suit from there wiil be accompanied
Leave the safety rfzor
BUSINESS COLLEGE
her
alor.e and don't irritate X the most fastidious. Mi?s P.o.sh. by Mrs. 11 nry Mitchell,
daughter
ar.d
grand
daughters,
in
The Special School by Specialists
trim
and torture your skin, g will assist Mrs. Osborno
J
Melba and L'icie!io,
Albuquerque, N. M.
ming hats this fall.
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and eiiildren, Mr. Haii;i!t n ur. ;
i;
T'l.?
g i n Dith M;:iri
daughter, Miss Jesi ie. rvu u".l
d by giv- this week fr m a trip t Li'.Hllc.'J.'es will b
ing her a c.ali.
Vegas, where they have I'.'-:;visiting Mrs. Chester Iden.
'.iuteii: A y.ond Iivt! trail as
Dr.

Mrs. Z. A. Iloaz and children

II." P..

NCW .MEX.

DR. A. L. DILLON

Office of the Commissioners
of Public Lands
State of New Mexico.

I

Notice
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J.

A.

LU

I

PKNTI3T
Ollice Opposite P. O.

Notice For Publication
Public Land Sale

Non eoal land
Diparlrmontof the Inloriur. US land office ill
Fort Sumni-r- . N. M . Auk. Hi. l'.US.
Notice In horoliy alvon Ihut Evurt C. Acmily
tvr the hcirt ..f Cluuclo U. Acm jiI duraaMil. a
.
who on Oct. 21 h Win. mule
CoIIcij View.
wc. 1 h i
for SW
1'nlry No.
II. .mo i
1
uth. runtn :K Kust,
Section 2
SE
N. M. I'. M. hii filed nulla- of Inn nti'in to tnuku
Hi iwUliliih cluhn lo Oio
I'm nl tlirw- .ir
Inn I .luvo il. tcnli il l.f.rolliiWi.rlJ.
in h' nllW nt
SUiti-Comrni. ioni-l.li.tfi'ln, Mbr, nml lliu' the ti-- . 'iiiiuiiv f Ihe
WiMiumJ. Ciur.li.
Wilm-i- tu
will I n'f.l
N. M..
..i..i..-r- ,
l'i
hi...
1'. S.

there for the summer.

(

R. R. DUNCAN

Physician & Surgeon

f

loca-cation- s

Opposite. Postot'ic?

Clfiuo

First National Bank

ready-to-wea-

modations for visitors while feeing the fairs. It is a good time
u.'fcct away from the daily routine and also see how the neighbors are. The dates and
of the various fairs may
be read i n the i dvertis'i.p
columns o f the heme r.ews-pap- i
is.

Physician & Surgeon

CLOVIS,

d

l

Dr. J. R. Haney

Phone 8!.

Sunday for Denver, where they
will put their little son Ellsworth
We are informed there wiil be in a S inatarium. Tiiey wjre ac
a new jewelry store opened up compuniud by Wiil Singleton and
in the building recently vacated .Mrs. Vaughn.
by the Elder Taylor Shop.
Mrs. Niir.nie Ne lson is epect-eMiss Bennie Works, formerly
home the latter of the week
of this city, Lut who has been from market. She has purchasaway for sometime past, wijl be ed an extensive line of new,
one of the Clovis force of teach- classy garni ;rits in New York
r
ers thus winter.
for the Mandell's ladies
department.
Miss Hertha Mulhall arrived
the last of thi? week from RosMrs. James Low, of Ft Madi-well, where she has been visit
on. lov.a. who has been visUing
ing for the past week.
her niolher, Mrs. Johnson, will
Mulhall will be a Wi.st
'H'.
ave H(.ni a- r.'ir '.i li ru n i
teachers this winter.
J3ii
wiil bojoiiiC--j at (Jiovis i'.V
adis-ahus'j'iral,
Will) Wiil ucooiii- is
iu.r
Paralyses
Infantile
greatly benefited by Out ieL .niiv, luuiy her oi li r trip.
when the treatment is Ler.ii''
Mi..s Z 'it C'.'mp)
sister "I
ment of about

Over First National Bank.
Plione 1)5.
Nkw !E.I(:o.
Clovis,

subThis bank wants YOU in the ranks of Us
stantial friends. It is YOUR bank in theory
- make it so in practice.

Moore, manager of tho Mr.
Pdttoti rays he .is still on
Farmer's IktsineHs College, was the ftain.
in Portales the first of the week.
E. T. Jerniijan and family left
The Ctilege now has an enroll-

staits out with ccurty fairs that

may be attended with great
benefit by the people of the
county and their ntighbc ra.
The ce ur.ty fairs over, the best
exdLbits will go to the Live
Stock and Products Exposition
at Itoswell and from there to the
State Fair at Albuquerque. All
is worth teeing by young and
old.
There will be low fares on the
railroads and the best of accom-

DENTIST

have-mad- e

.

bu.iir.f.'ss

E. M. Chapman

Substantial men own this bank; substantial
men are its depositors; substantial mn
it what it is and will make it creator.

i

J.

Opposite PostoHice
Phone 231 Residence

ii.:

Negotiate your loans from us. Approved security will get you any amount you want at
modest interest.

H.

Mr.

Physician and Surgeon
Ollice in Jackson likg.

Pay your bills by check. It is safe, convenient,
businesslike, and each canceled check is a receipt.

Notice for Publication.

i

Mexico.

is safe and

It

Deposit your money with us.
draws interest.

The "Girls' Band" motored to
Portales Tuesday in company
with a number of prominent
Clovis citizens, and played for
the Booster Club there. They
all report a good tinu.
Mrs. J. D. Lyons returned
from the Rhodes farm north of
rotown, wlior-- thj has bor-'froni a remit
cup
is
rpell. Mrs. Lyn.s says
feeling much bettor.
i

New

Clovis,

Office

j

besides.
It is the place to touch elbew-;.- i
(I tone up the enthusiasm.
It
ii; the place to gather new idens
en j'fcricuilure, stock and other
thti.t's that go to make pre fit m
town ar.d country and things
that add to the comforts of life.
The east side of New Mexico

BANK

YOUR BANK

homo.

i

LAWYER

Dr. J. B.Westerfield

Mr. and i.lis. Koy l.oniion.v
C. Walstcad and!
the three Mis..ea Mom, of
and
F.essie.
from
daughter are here
Oklahoma, visiting tiu-i- parents PortalcM, moi-- n d to C:oi.i
Mturuuy event tig ar.u o..i soin-Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Chwbro.
hopi.ip.g while in tho ciiy.
Wanted--$J2:-.0O,
secure 1 by
Mori. Harry Patton is home
first morlga'e on go:d farr.i
after a strenuous lit'-- ; in
auin
near town, 12 per cent interest.
SSanta Fe, attending to legal
C.
Inq. W.
Mrs.

i

i

OUR

Mrs. R. McGill returned Tuesday from an extended trip East.

last Tuesday after-

On

noon

OFlPL'BSCRirTION

W. A. Gillenvater

from Roswell.
Mrs. Holdinghauser returned
Tuesday from a trip to Belen.

The News Printing Company
Visit Whitins's Variety Store.
Publishers.
Mrs. P. S. Ambrose left TuesJ. E. Cur.REN, Political Editor. day for California, where she
will visit the Fair.
Entered at the post office at
Mr. and Mr3. H. Schraeder reClovis, N. M. as second class
Tuesday from Marble
turned
March
mutter under the act of
Texas.
Falls,
3. 1S79.
TEKMS

this week

Mr. Cheek returned

.

ind.
.

3 Ottawa Star Nurseries

1 All kinds of Trees Shrub-!j- j
bery and Flowers,
years experience.
tj
5 W. F. MOOKB K. M. MOOUE
B
Local solicitors.

If you expect difficulty
in making proof, let me
help you. Contest work
a specialty. Two years
Register of U. S. Land
Office.
Eight years experience as U. S. Commissioner.

CLOVIS,

.

'

NEW MEXICO

NEW GOODS

NEW GOODS
!

We are too busy unpacking our new goods to write an ad this week,
but if you will call we can show you the nicest line ever displayed in
Clovis. New goods in all departments.

WH ITIN G'S

Mc Call

Patterns

THE OLD 5 and

Enterprise Echoes
(For last week)
More rain, every week and
fine crops fast maturing;.
Just
watch Enterprise take the prizes
at the county fair this fall.
Mrs. Ben Snell and two children were thrown from a buggy
and painfully though not seriously injured last Friday, when
their team ran away.
Mr. and Mrs. Orr. of Texas,
are visiting L. C. Fen wick and
wilt: this week.
The talk to the- hoys and nirla
of Enterprise, Sunday by Prof.
Junk's Uickley, was highly appreciated, not only by the young
but the old al.so.
Misses Clara Zwissler, Ethel
Carnahan and Elcie Lewis visited with Mrs, Ilolden Monday.
Dale Stuble was kicked by a
colt last Friday and a painful
wound was inflicted under his

and flitter tree had better hurry
for the free land is getting
scarce and deeded land is bound
to go up. When land sown in
wheat yields from forty to fifty
dollars to the acre the land can't
stay five dollars an acre.
The people are making preparations to sow more wheat this
year than ever before.
Crops of all kinds are looking
fine.

Just watch us and see if we
don't have the leading state in

10c STORE"

Cattle Feeding

On That Claim
Years afterward I pondered

Mazda
Electric Globes

(A. M. Hove)
squan
years
I
Of the fourteen
Actual figures from the feed
dered
are always interesting even
ot
And of the days I went unlaun- - to average feeder.
Many are
dered,
not willing to take time for deOn that claim.
tailed accounting and the daily
Of beans. I ate unnumbered use of the scales. D. L. McDonald, Hereford. Texas, ha?
dishes,
And of canned Norwegian fishes just supplied full details from
I compiled a feast delicious,
is steer feeding last winter and
proves the value of kaffir
On that claim.
Hut for real feeds I had bacon, corn in the feed lot.
Mr. Mc
In December 1014
'Till my innards took to aikin'
onalJ placed seventy head of
With a pain there was no shakin',
On that claim.
hree year old well bred Here
Yet when the past is laid away ford Hteers in his feed lot north
f town. They weighed in at
Bej ond our reach, like yesterday,
pounds and after being fed
1031
play.
to
grief
Memory shades the
1 days weighed out at 1307
Oh, you claim.
average, a total gain per
Those were days devoid of strife, pounds
33G pounds and an averof
steer
No conventions bothered life,
daily
gain of 2.22 pounds.
age
A man could eat peas with his
cost per head was
original
he
knife,
and
the selling price
$75.92
On that claim.
x,

See Mary Pickford in "Mistress Nel" at the Lyceum, Sep
tember 22nd. D on' t forget the
date.
Hugo Coffee returned this
week from Oklahoma after an
absence of several weeks.
Will Foyle, the Tucumcari
Banker who formerly resided in
Clovis, was here Tuesday in his
new car.
A. C. Invitf, win has resided
in Curry County for ten years,
to accept a poleft Wcdnesd-isiliou as gaurd at the Sant Fe
Penitentiary.
-

Fred Myers, our popular telephone manager is wearing a
smile that won't come off these
days. We wonder why?
Miss Carolyn Parke arrived
the first of the week from Albuquerque. She will teach in the
public schools this winter.
Tom Riley, the New Mexico
returned
Buster"
"Broncho
Tuesday after an absence of
several months in Texas.
Bister Summers left Wednes
day for Santa Fe where he has
accepted a position as guard at
the Penitentiary.

the union for farming.
Protracted meetings have been
Being on over the country and
some report groat .success.
an
3!
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford, of
For portraits guaranteed to please
Melrose, spent one day last week
YOU,
as well as for the BEST of
with Mr. Roach near Field and
eating
enjoyed themselves
everything else photographic, you
water
mellons and looking at the fine
will, of course, go to an established
crops.
photographer, the photographer who
A big dinner will be given at
has been proven to be all right who
s $108.85.
Plain the first Sunday and one And now, midst high-lif- e
left eye.
has MADE GOOD right here in CloThe average daily ration per
luxuries,
at Happy Hollow the third SunMrs. John Taylor and Miss
silage
corn
vis.
voice this wish on bended steer was kaffir
day in September.
hay ten
Bessie Wyat called on Mesdames
pounds,
alfalfa
thirty
knees:
Our business is established on a
Zwissler and Lewis, Sunday
pounds, cane and fodder ten
some
and
crackers
Ri)
"Give
Texico Circuit
basis of HONESTY in ALL THINGS.
pounds, and milo maize chops
afternoon.
cheese,"
Rodgers
this space for what we have
Pastor
Watch
H.
Rev.
The market
fifteen pounds.
Rev. H. Rodgers, of the Texi-cOn that claim.
Sunday,
you.
say
was
steer
to
per
last
to
went
to
Frio
price of feed
I
circuit, stated a meeting at
A. Brown.
Frank
raising
11
large
at
of
cost
crowd
preached
a
to
and
the
con$33.60
Wednesday
to
Enterprise
1. Frio
he feed per steer $14.95.
tinue over Sunday. Dinner was o'clock. Text Eph- -5
has a fine Sunday School led by
Prairie Valley Items
served and enjoyed by all.
"These cattle," says Mr. Mc
is doing a
McClain.
She
Sister
Donald,
visitheld
"were bought last fall
meeting
protracted
A.
Walker
Mrs.
The
Mr. ana
Sunday at Prairie Valley by Bro. Baily on a high market and of course
great
the
work
for
Sunhome
Walker
Jim
ed at the
School. Bro. George McClain is and Bro. Singletary beginning sold on a market very much
day.
doing a fine work in the Bible Aug. 22, closing Aug. 29, result
ower. The margin between
Mr. Crow and family, of Tulla
He brings out the lesson ed in 10 convertions, namely the purchase and the selling
Class.
Texas, visited at the Carnihan
in full to the close.
Inez, Floyd price was not sufficient to show
Ophelia Moulder,
home Sunday and Sunday night.
We were glad to find the Texas and Tom Skeen, Fannie, Alice big paofits; still we got a fair
W. B. Alley and Ed Homan people that live near Frio come
Brunner, Oal and Nora price for the feed consumed,
took their families to Hereford, over and help us out in Sunday and Nell
which included a lot of alfalfa
La Rue and Glen Firestone.
"THE PHOTOGKAPlIKk IX YOUR TOWN"
Texas, on a fishing trip last School and church service.
hay which was not marketable
organ
baptiBt
was
church
A
in
trip
week. They made the
I went to Brooks in the even
any price. We also have uii i uijiium .
ized Sunday and 14 united with at
their cars.
ing at 3 o'clock preached to
T
amount of fertilizer on the Win r
fZ
10 were baptised.
J. Uouaton and family, Joe another fine crowd Text Gal. 5 the church.
to
valuable
very
is
which
farm
manifested
was
great
interest
McGregor and John Hover were the fruit of the Spirit, then back A
the land.
close of the meeting.
the
at
home
Carnihan
the
at
preached
visitors
to Frio at night and
"! believe," he continued,
Sunday.
again to a still larger crowd
'the showing is very creditable
Jasper Fenwick and wife, of Text 2nd chapter of 2nd Tim. 15.
considering the feeding period
Notice to All The Ladies
WXV AM) TRANSFER TlXE
Ideal, visited at L. Fenwick's I then came home to see wife
and the amount of feed consum
you
get
expect
to
ever
you
If
and boys, will leave Sunday for
Sunday.
ed.
The average daily gain
The Oldest Established Transfer Line in Clovis
a new Singer Sewing Machine, compares favorably with corn
Tom Crump has bought a new Enterprise to begin a meeting,
They
were
now is the time.
fed cattle and these steers sold
Dode car, now girls wear your
Residence Phone 321
Down Town Phone 123
in this issue never as cheap for cash before in competition with Missouri
Whiting's
ad
See
I
sweetest smiles.
Pall nr write for nrices. Will
corn fed cattle and brought a
Charlie Wells returned Tueson payments also give z or a
sell
Des
top price.
Clayton
Field Frolics
day from
and
years to pay on easy terms.
conbeen
has
he
where
Moines,
We live in the garden spot of
W. I. Miles.
Address:
the World, all you people that ducting a series of shooting
Box 763, Clovis, N. M.
!
are hunting for the honey pond galleries.
Office 103 S. Main
pd.
-
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The State Live Stock and
Products Exposition

Prove up

t

"Kara Corn Bampad
Avium vn
ra

vanuhr

M5s

frfJ

U. S. Commissioner

See it.
Sold in Clovis and recommended

First Class Work.
112

1--

2

South Main

St

Hot and Cold Baths
Clovis, New Mexice.

W. J. CURREN
I take this means of notifying
the public that no change has
been made in the office of U.
S. Commissioner, and that I
am ready at all times to give
you the benefit of five years
experience as U. S. Commis
sioner. Applications for proof
taken free of charge.

One fare for the round trip. Tickets on sale daily, Oct. 3rd, to 9th.
L. R. CONARTY, Agent.

CRANE A WILLIAMS, Props.

Before

ROSWELL, N. M., OCT. 4th, . 9th, 1 9 1 5

A splendid exhibition.

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...

W. J. CURREN,

Antlers Hotel Bldg.
as the world's best corn remedy
New Mexico
Cbvis.
by Southwestern Drug Co.

PLOWING!

PLOWING!

Have 16 good teams and am now ready to do that plowing
while the ground is in shape for it. Will do any kind of
surface work, such as listing, grading, making surface
TOM REAGAN.
tanks, etc. Prices reasonable.

U-R-NEXT

Union Barber Shop

R. H. SNELLINGS, Proprietor.
Satisfaction guaranteed or whiskers eheerfully refunded!

OUR PUBLIC FORUM

In The Galveston Storm

.

Warren Coplon and AmbroF.c
Ivy returned last week from
Galvrston where they were maIV.-- P.
A. Vanderiip
rooned during the li;f storm.
On Tho Huoinoss cf Cubing
vii.h several
They, together
n
Lit l O'HP illt
:.! of Ill's
n
tli'.'ir
were
passengt-rfthundred
I tt idy
Wr JIMI.it, as
cl.lSh, tit!iii.Tftn:icl
lloor
in
the
of the
8th
;il
I'i'i .i i:
Ii
:'
l.i. :t i.i
industry,
ci
days
Fe
throe
for
Station
Snnta
11:! fi:.:ctioii.s t
WUi.'t.
n btum lo n:.r riili.ur, mr
Mr. Coplen
i.i
r li.'
lUiimi a. 'tout unit.T- without provisions.
li!!....'. :.Jr. R A V;
i.r tin' .v.itii ii pnvd that he believes at least
i! "V. l.u;
i
it,
ii.,
i.
:.ti:' (.: ..:.v 'l
u bank'." 5i;o hundred people
los: their
.it
coy
l;ves
tu.iMe
tne
in
ciunriK
"VI;..' i.i. i t!isl r '
l.tti.j.i; r fiiiir
of ti bat:U is
Gaiveslon
tliut
Btonn.
that
1'
"( (.;.;!;.: ii;;; up 11..
y
if iii'i:u
of ti rwniiiuiniy,
.,
has made an tuort to nnnim:.;:!
ut.i! iflrg.-- nttil liitttt fwniiiiiy a p.iol cr
u.uy d.au as tluy the effect of (he (ie.itructiou.
ii...n will !i rci uil.'iLI''
l:ir:;i kiiiiih In the lie tells a tale iff destruction far
tot inoTify. It is ill, 'lit Hint lilts
h,:t i:n:.'':
i'iiillt;) ini'iit of litluir tn.cl tln ili' liopmrnt of tlin
:i ;.;,,. lor ih
!.!. t
li
Ih
nmru
tr.c
ii'.rmntilihluil tr.iti
i ii'iiii.
iwr of i!u money exceeding those reported by the
r;"
i!i
'.'i iho liaiiUs. fur by thf u no of (Ira ft
cli.'il.si inl b;tnk newspapers.
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To the Progressive Farmers
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Clovis Time Card
Arrive 7:1"
eave 7 :!'

l

Ill (Kansas City Kspi'tS'

Leave

A. M.
A. M.
.5:10 1'. M.

EST HOUND

(The Missionary)

AO. HI

(From Kansas City)
NORTH DOUND
(From Pecos Valley)

No. 117
No. 'MS

Arrive 1X A.
Leave S:0(J A.
Arrive 1:10 A.

M.
M.

Arrive 0:30 A.

M.

Leave 8:10 A.

M.

Arrive 7:15 A.
Leave 7:35 A.

M.
M.

M.

SOUTH BOUND
No.

T1 (I'ocos Valley Express)
VIA. LUBBOCK

F

(South from East)
(Texas Daily)

No. 921

No.

CUT-OF-

9.33

PHONE 277
IMIMIMMMaMIHMMMHaM

for estimates on Painting and
Paper Hanjrinfc. All kinds of inside work. We also
Paint Automobiles, and do Furniture Repairing.

A. L. Searsy & Company.

LOOK CHILDREN, FREE!
Parents Name
Address
Childs Name
What Fire Insurance does your father carry $
When does it expire
What on
Every child brinpinpr this card with questions answered
to our oflice will be given a good school bag free.

CARTER - ROBINSON
CLOVIS,

ABSTRACT

COMPANY

NEW MEXICO.

WANTED
responsible dealer in Clovis to sell Mitchell
Automobiles. I carry these cars in stock in
wholesale numbers in Amarillo and can fill orders from this place. Sell Mitchell Automo- biles tind deliver them while your customers
want them. If interested write to me for proposition, or better still, come to Amarillo and see
the cars and talk trade with me. If we deal
you can take a Demonstrator back home with
A

)

you.

CHAS. L. GREEN, Panhandle and Eastern
Mexico Dittributor Mitchell Automobile
Office and Sales Rooms

106-8- ,

W. fith St.

Nw

Amarillo, Texas.
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who are planning to attend the International Dry Farming
Congress and Soil Products Exposition,

The Dairy Industry
(A. M. Hove.)

"No other branch of agriculture has witnessed such rapid
development in the
of time," says Prof. C. B. Olney
"The profits
of Minnesota.
which have prompted this
and rapid growth have been
derived from two sources.
"1, The direct profits realized
from the sale of milk, cream, and
butter.
"2. The indirect profits from
the increasing land fertility and
the increased productiveness of
same-leng- th

This Is An Invitation

tfem-tr-

to visit our Denver office and see the operation of a big
city switchboard.
The central office equipment of a large city telephone
plant affords a most interesting study to telephone users.
It vill give ycu a new interest in your own telephone.

same.

"There are throe things

essen-

conditio. is
belter
may he had by patronizing the
home creamery. Since huiteris
n a m.ire oncmirated form it

cm he hiiulljd cheaper

It vill give you a new insight into what is involved i.i
giving Universal Service.

Our General Offices and the Denver Main Exchange
are located right on your Show Grounds.

in

hijjpir.g."
In the points made i n the
nbove possibly tho indirect profits from soil fertility needs he
emphasized at this time. J. J.
Jaffa, cashier of The Citizens
National Bank of Roswell, is
very outspoken in favor of stock
on the farm for this reason. He
insists that the fertility of the
land must be conserved and stock
is the only practical way. Mr.
Jaffa practices what he preaches
on his place ju3t outside of town
where he has demonstrated the
value of barn yard manure on
land he bought three years ago.
Anyway milking cows is making the dry farmer independent
and it will help the farmer under irrigation to success.

The Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph Co.

7

Long Beach, Calif., a widely
known Summer resort, has only
good words for prohibition and
its financial effect on the city.
In twelve years under prohibition it grew from a village of
2.000 people to a city of 45,000.
Its mayor, in a letter dated some
months ago says: "A part from
our climate and unique location,
we have no greater asset than
that of a dry town. I believe
per cent of our population
fifty
Mr. H. T. Herring Takes
came here because no liquor is
Poison by Mistake allowed to be sold.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.
The Union Signal.
Harry T. Herring, wife of
Adjutant Geueral Herring, died
here this morning at 4 o'clock as
The Novia Scotia Department
the result of strychnine poison- of Health wrote:
"The part
ing, the drug having been taken
which alcohol plays in the causaby Mrs. Herring by mistake.
tion of disease and degeneracy
It is understood that Mrs.. Her- is of such pressing moment that
ring arose during the night to
it deserves the fullest considerseek medicine which she was ation of every worker in behalf
taking, and in the darkness got of the public health.
While
the strychnine. Heroic efforts opinions may differ as to the
to save her life were unavailing most
efficient means of controlland death came shortly after 4 ing the drink evil, there can be
o'clock.
no doubt as to the need for an
b y
intelligent understanding
every
of
limitations
of
one
the
Ed Gray is preparing to leave
Sunday for the San Francisco the uses, which may reasonably
and legitimately be made of a
and Sar. Oiego Expositions.
drug, which is so liable to abuse
Miss Hazel Shontz returned and
to potent to harm.
this week from Oklahoma,
where she has been spending
the summer. She will teach in
the Clovis Public schools this
For Sale
winter.
Three good four room houses,
J. M. Varner returned Friday corner Grand and Axtell Streets,
from a trip to San Diego and $1500 takes the three if sold by
San Francisco Expositions. He Monday.
says New Mexico has an exhibit
Several snaps in sections and
of which any state can well af- quarters in the wheat belt, inford to be proud.
vestigate.
Charles E. Dennis returned
Cl'rren Agency.
Thursday from a trip northwest
throughout the House neighborhood. He reports everything in
For Sale: -- 30 grade cows a nd
that section of the country as registered hereford bulls for
appearing flourishing.
delivery Nov. 1, 1915.
Can
especially appears in the possibly arrange terms.
best of condition.
A. B. Wagner.

gnimnHHmKLiiig
You Need a Tonic
There are times In every woman's life when 6he
needs a tonic to help her over the hard places.
When that time comes to you, you know what tonic
to take Cardui, the woman's tonic. Cardui is composed of purely vegetable ingredients, which act
gently, yet surely, on the weakened womanly organs,
and helps build them bak to strength and health.
It has benefited thousands and thousands of weak,
ailing women in its past half century of wonderful
success, and it will do the same for you.
You can't make a mistake in taking

mm

1.-- Mrs

Life-stoc-

k,

.

It will cause ycu to marvel at the ingenuity that produces a living, efficient service out cf a labyrinth of
wires and other necessary equipment.

The
tial to success in dairying.
fir.t is better feeding. Second:
oater breading siri.s should be
introduced into the herd. Third:

it
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The Woman's Tonic

Miss Amelia Wilson, R. P. D. No. 4, Alma, Ark.,
says: "I think Cardui is the greatest medicine on earth,
for women. Before I began to take Cardui, I was
so weak and nervous, and had such awful dizzy
spells and a poor appetite. Now I feel as well and
as strong as I ever did, and can cat most anything."
Begin taking Cardui today. Sold by all dealers.

Has Helped Thousands.

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaldng Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

Q

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

V. STEED

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day Phone

14.

Night Phone 38.

41

Business, Lodge and Church Directory of Clovis
The Model Grocery
A. B. Austin, Prop.

We sell Groceries and solicit your
patronage. Best Foods, Lowest
Prices. - - - Call Phone 29.

Rice Furniture Go.
New and 2nd Hand

FURNITURE
I

Let us furnish your home.
Easy payments.

Clovis Lodge A. F. and
A. ML, No. 40.

mm

Meets every 1st and 3rd Tuesday
at Masonic Hall.

v

P. A. Lushitr, W. M.

ffcw&l

Phone 86.

V

No. 31

'

Meets

A.

1

-

-

' -

W. 0.

Phone

in Woodmen

RODES

Shoes and Notions.
Phone

18fi.

W. V. POWELL
SATISFACTION

.

Hall.

South Main Street.

Phone

'hone

54.

Clovis Council Praetorians

Glovis Feed Store

No. 770.

J. A. McFarlin, Prop.

at Praetorian Hall
J. R. Elmore, Res.

GROCERIES

Keystone Chapter Eastern Star
No. 27.

Flour and Feed.

Meets 2nd and 4:h Friday nights at Masonic Hall.
Mrs. Herthn Mason, Sec.
Mrs. C. E. Justus, W. M.

Clovis PI:oiii

CLOVIS,

-

a
n

Corn Brokers

Crc-o-

B. of L. F. & E. No. 761

11)1.

Phone 43.

.

A. L. Gurley.S" Go.

Friendship Rebekah Lodge No. 21

RAILROAD ORDERS

GUARANTEED

We call for and Deliver Work.

We have the best
And nerve the best

Meets 1ft arid :rd Wednesday nights at Masonic H!l.
Mrs. Lrm Wright. N. G.
frs. .1. R. Denny, See.

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

Cafe

E. H. Robinson, Clerk.

C. C

Meets 2nd and 4th Monday nights
A. S. Fuqua, S. A.

Dvv rirvnrlc PlnfViinrr

ri

We buy and
ship hogs.

Osrer & Boss

Secretary.

No. 36.

VV.

7.

Meets every 2nd a 4th Wednesday night

48.

Luke Morton,

Opposite First National Bank.

Vegetables, Fruits,
Produce. et'.

Whitetower Lodge

Cleaning, Pressing, & Repairing.
-

B. Herod,

PHONE

.

Meats of All Kinds

at Elks IJoir.o every 2nd and 4th
Wednesday right.
Fritz

50.

Gentral Meat Go.

.Meets evrry Thursday night at
Masonic Hall.
Luke Morton, Secretary.

No. 1244.
C

PHONE

FREE DELIVERY

.A

Can da your Laundry work with neatness
and dispatch. We are best equipped for

-

WE BUY SOUR CREAM.

Clovis Lodge I. O. O. F.

John Prichard, E. R.

South Main Street.

G. A. CAMPBELL

nicht

A. J. Whiting, Secretary.

R. P. Stanton. N. G.

Clovis Steam Laundry

Anything in Fancy Ice Cream, Ices, and Bottled Sodas.
Special orders for parties, picnics and social functions
given prompt attention. Order soda by the
care for your homo use.

LODGE DIRECTORY

o:)'2.

PORTALES,

FAR WELL.

i

1

Mrcts at
tin, Chm

R. WALKER
M.EATS
Phone

UjV

123.

M.vsonio Hull at 2 p. m. Sundays.
Ilo'.vard MarPres., Dave Regers, Secretary.
. M. F. Patterson.

CLOVIS CHURCHES

B. of L. E. No. 811

Methodist Church

Meets 1st and 3rd Tuesdays at Owens Hall. E. P.
Gooley, Chief; Carl Peverly, Grievance; W. J.
Keeney, Secretary ; I Gibson, Treasurer.

Corner Washington and Giddings.
Services 11a. m. and 8 p. ni.
Rev. J. II. Messer. Pastor,

B. of R.

Fruits, Produce, and Bottle Goods

T.

Meets twice n month on Sunday evenings,
Frank Taylor, Secretary.

Klein Grocery Go.

PHONE 258

Baptist Church
Services

11 a. m

Presbyterian Church
Services 11a.

SMITH & (iURLKY

Staple and Fancy

...TAILORS...

GROCERIES

Con or Grand and Gil lin'i.
and 8 pm.
Rev. Milton Reese, Pastor,

m

Corner Pile and Vigil.
and 8 p. m.
lie v. J. Moore, Pastor.

Episcopal Church
Corner Washington and Mitchell.
luiv. 1). A. Sanford. Pastor
Services 11a. in.

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing

Christian Church

We ure agents for Kahn Tailoring Co,

Thone 22.

North Main Street.

:;! i.ij't'W
p. in.
i'
in. and

Cot ?r

The Curren Agency
W. J. CURREN, Msr.
(U. S. COMMISSIONER)

Real Estate
Fire Insurance
Deeded Lands
Surety Bonds
Rentals

"THE SHOP THAT SATISFIES"

'Services

:. in.

:.n

i

J

Sacred

BEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM

Largest Circulation.
Telephone 97.
.

Services on

money
TALKING MACHINES, INDIAN GOODS. CURIOS, SOUVENIRS. BOOKS, STATIONERY.

(,'. W.

CUT GLASS,

p.

n.

We deliver by Parcel Post,

cpgzrt

nrcitmrTJ'r!rrfTr n

j-Ji-

anything ordered from us

e

in

Kert

Paster

lr,

IVORY, ETC.

W. II. IM C.KHMUITH. Owner.
cur line, when the order amounts to one dol'ar or more, and cash is sent with the order.

eras.

ttrov.n. Pastor.

Church

Ne.rth J'eriwether Hi.
2nd and 1th Sundays
1
alher Myers.

Telephone 58.

onaJML Store

frrT"p'r m 'X'swn asTry it sTygrrnTfts jcrg 23taCT.3icrKiJ5ii!3Xfigi HsiriaiMmsxjsmJEfisM

fcl
.

Limrt.

C. II.

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG COMPANY
Free Delivery

'K'b'-r-

Tlfrrnton St.
ervice;j 11

FiXE .loiypRiyriNXi
Oldest Established.
West Grand Avenue.

ail.) II

Dtm'rard Church

THE CLOVIS NEWS

IN DRUGS"
"EVERYTHING
your
refunded"
guaranteed
or
"satisfaction

KODAKS.

11 a.

W

at

9 a. m.

THE CLOVIS NEWS

Rspmrni
NUMEROUS DIFFICULTIES fOR DAIRYMAN

Gut the Cost of

Living!

A plate of hot biscuits or muffins, a
cake, a loaf of brown
fresh, home-bake- d
rescues any meal from the
or
commonplace, and more expensive things
are never missed.
nut-brea-d,

National Museum Gets Copy of Old Mosaic Map
One of the oldest maps In the form of mosalo has
m A3HINQTON.
cently been Installed on the second floor of the new building of the
il
National museum. It Is a reduced reproduction In colors of a mosaic map of

With K C, the double acting baking

ra-

Champion Holsteln Cow.
The breeding of dairy cattle Is a
with numerous
difficulties, rendered all the more uncertain and tantalizing from the artificial conditions In which the cattle are reared.
Borne of our highest producing dairy
cows have been developed along
lines until they are In reality an unnatural deformity.
cow that Is kept on
Every
the farm by the very law of Its being
Is ready and able to assist in giving
additional value to all crops grown on
the farm if we only surround ber
with the right conditions.
Buying cows and soiling them as
fast as they stop giving milk will
nevor build up a herd of
dairy cows.
The calf from the moment of Its
birth should be kept in a thrifty growing condition. Letting an animul run
down is a great and permanent loss.
It is something lost forever, that no
amount of after care or feeding can
reguin.
When the calves are playful It is
an Indication of thrift and health.
It is essential that we attend to the
comfort and "bodily ease of our cows.

bred s or higher grades.
It is a great mistake to put the
large breeds of cattle on poor, scant
pasture.
Give them a good field to
graze in.
There la no middle course or standstill period to calf raising. Each day
the calf Is not gaining It Is losing.
At the end of two years of proper
care and feeding we shall be rewarded with an animal of healthy appearance, with a well developed frame
and an abundance of flesh and fat-- one
that is capable of withstanding
the burdens of maternity, and capable
of producing large quantities of milk
when put to the test of the dairy.

PREPARE LAND FOR

REFINED

natter surrounded

well-bre-

STAND OF ALFALFA
Method of Inoculating
to Use Soil From Old Field
Ker 3 Weeds Out.

Best

It would be well If some of us would
ask ourselves how certain lines of
treatment would suit us. All animals,
man Included, have much in common.
A single trial with a purebred
dairy

bull will convince

any

man

that like will produce like, and that
the progeny will Inherit the form and
characteristics from the parent that
possesses the strongest blood lines.
A purebred bull will exert a stronger influence upon the progeny when
mated with the cowa of mixed breeding than when he la mixed with pure-

PROCESS

OF FRUIT GROWING

Is Where Market Demands Fancy
Article Bagging Grapes Will
Prove Profitable.

Alfalfa Is a hard crop to start. It Is
delicate and tender, anil to put alfalfa
oii ordinary land without any protection or help is about like throwing
way four dollars an acre.
Put on 20 to 30 loads of manure per
acre; you are preparing the land for
ten years.
lut the land must first be worked
over and over until It is free from
weeds. It may take a disking or harrowing every ton days all summer to
do this.
If the soil la acid, as shown by the
r
simple
test, put on the
ground limestone.
Inoculutu th
ground and sow the nlfnlfa the lust of
July or the first of August.
The best method of Inoculating the
soil Is to use soil from an old alfulfa
Held or from a putch of sweet clover,
a wagon lond or more per acre, but
this soil must not lie on top of the
ground in the hot sun many hours or
the bacteria will be killed.
There Is little danger from sweet
r
clover, which is a
plant, and
will not survive In the field when the
alfalfa is mowed us often as It needs
mowing.
litrmiB-pnpe-

two-yea-

(Uy E. VAN BE.NTIIL'YSKN.)

nagging grares Is one of the more
refined processes of fruit growing
that everv man should test for himself. There are various conditions to
be considered upon which its profitableness depends.
Does your market demand a fancy
article and la it willing to pay for ltf
Do you suffer much loss from the
birds? In some districts they are very
destructive and scarecrows are not
or much avail.
Rot, too, la to be
considered, though some growers asserts that bags are not a preventive of
this disease.
If grapes are bagged at the proper
time, which Is soon after blooming,
they certainly will not rot unless the
canes are already full of rot spores,
and after the vineyard has once been
thoroughly cleared of the Infection
it should not bo again easily affected
If the fruit Is kept covered.
Hngging does not appear to be resorted to throughout the West, but In
the East with its higher-pricemarkets, some growers find It profitable
to bag their entire crop. The common paper hag In use at the grocery is
usually employed, In the
size.
A thousand
bngs should not cost
more than 75 cents. The usual way is
to fasten them with a common pin.
Do not pin them around the stem
of the bunch, but over the cane from
which cluster descends.
The edges
of the bag should be folded down and
them pinned securely so as to exclude
the rain as well ns the Insects.
If this be done carefully, only an
number of bags will be
lost during the rest or the season.
Women, with tholr trained Pngers. are
the best for this work, when they can
be obtained. A skillful hand will pin
on a thousand bags a day.
Another great advantage in bagging
Is that It is one of the best ways to
preserve the grape In Its ripe condiMany varieties will remain
tion.
freBh and sound until frost, and even
then be cut off, laid away In a cool
place and kept still longer. They
have been kept until Christmas.
The red varieties seem to be the
thinnest skinned snd most liable to
crack and to puncture.
The white
kinds are of all the least molested by
birds, which seem to think they are
not ripe. The blacks are the first to
be attacked.
d

two-poun-d

GREAT AMOUNT OF
WORK

AROUND FARM

Much Importance to Have
Fresh Water for Stock Turn
Horses Into Pasture.

Of

(Uy IS. VAN UKNTIILYSEN.)
Good water for the Btock la more Important during t ho long hot days of

summer than any otVer season.
Now is the time when the forage
crops did you sow any last spring?
come In to keep up the milk flow.
A pig kept in dirty, dry pens these
days cannot thrive.
It is cruel and poor Judgment to
keep horses shut up In a stable during
the hot nights.
When the horses come In from the
fields in the evening their heads and
legs should be washed and rubbed dry,
and after drying feed In the open air
nd turn out to pasture.
These are hard days for the dairyman, as the milk flow decreases while
the flies Increase. Use the foruge
crops, screen the stable windows and
spray the cows with

Prevent Forage Poisoning.
Frequently horses die of forage
poisoning caused by molds In the
straw or corn. At once change to
good hay, sound oats and wheat bran,
then tlvre wilt be no more losses.
Keep the horses out of pastures. At
the outset of an attack a full dose of
physio should be given; but prevenand no specific
tion Is
remedy has been found.

Palestine and part of Egypt, which baa
been presented to. the museum by 8.
W. Woodward of Washington.
The original mosalo formed the
floor of an old church in Medeba, a
town in the former territory of Moab,
situated almost directly east of Bethlehem. The mosalo Itself, dating from
the sixth century A. D., was discovered
In 1882, when the site of the old church
was being cleared for the erection of a
new church building.
Unfortunately the mosaic floor was
much damaged by Ignorant workmen before It was saved by the scientists.
The part of the map saved from destruction extends from Nablus, the Biblical Shechem, In the north, to the Nile delta of Egypt in the south.
Unlike modern maps, the Medeba map is orientated not toward the north,
but toward the east.
Cities and towns are represented by buildings, sometimes surrounded by
palm trees. The Jordan Is shown as a comparatively broad stream, which
falls Into the Dead sea, and the latter is agitated by currents represented by
thick black streaks. The banks of the Jordan are connected by two bridges,
while on the surface of the Dead sea two vessels are depicted.
The mountains are designated In various tints to Indicate their several
strata. In the desert esst of the Jordan a gazelle Is represented as being
pursued by some animal, possibly a Hon or a panther..
This interesting reproduction was acquired by Mr. Woodward In Jerusa
lem while be was on a tour around the world In the Interest of the Christian
missions In 1899.

lime-sulph-

f

powder, good results are douoiy certain.

There economy too, in the cost of K C

ORDER HAD HIM "IN THE AIR"
Boatswain's Mate Considerably Muddled by Command That Was
Entirely New to Him.

In all the naval services tradition Is
strong. As Chief Boatswain McCarthy, U. 8. N., has shown In an article In
"The Proceedings of the United States
Naval Institute," the adherence to custom extends to the manner In which
the boatswain's calls are varied for
different occaalons, and even, In the
old navy, at least, it extended to the
way In which the officers gave their
orders.
The language used In passing words
was the vernacular of the sailor rather
than academlo English, and the officer
who did not know that usually got poor
results from the boatswain's mate, who
bad his own Ideas about passing the
word, and got muddled in Interpreting
any unusual order.
Uncle Sam Is Trying to Make News
On one occasion, the officer of the
morning watch gave this order:
SAM
trying to make newspapers. That statement Is literally "Boatswain's mate, scrub down with
UNCLE for be Isreally
is trying not to print them, mind you but to make rapidity." This was a new one, and
them. To be more explicit, he Is trying to devise a way to make the paper after causing the officer to repeat the
order three times, the boatswain's
for them. A new bulletin is to be Is
mate become desperate.
sued within a few months stating the
He grabbed
a deck backet, and forced It Into the
results of extensive tests, extending fTHIS LOOKS
over three years, and Including forty
hand of the nearest apprentice, whom
be started on his way with a push that
different kinds of wood, looking to the
sent ' the youngster, reeling, and folmanufacture from a new source of
paper that will do on which to print
lowed blm with this shout:
newspapers.
"Go to the captain of the hold and
Uncle Sam's chief ambition Is to
ask him for a bucketful of It! I never
Issue not a "red paper," a "blue paheard of anything to scrub a deck with
per," or any other colored "scrap of
but sand and lime, and I don't know
paper" but bona fide white paper.
anything about these new 'soogy- moodgles,' anyway." Youth's Com
The rub with all the paper made so
far is chat It Is not white but gray. Now, thU gray paper, made from the panion.
western hemlocks, lodgepole pine, red fir, and other substitutes for the spruce
ground wood as now usod, Is durable and excellent paper In every way. The
Logical.
trouble Is with Its color. And there Uncle Sam confronted the first problem
Blobbs Bjones Is the most unlucky
He ran amuck of the much-di- s
of the newspaper publisher circulation.
fellow at cards I ever met.
cussed "psychology of the newspaper reader.
Slobbs Then I suppose he Is lucky
For newspaper editors told him that gray paper never would do for print
ing newspapers because newspaper readers will not buy papers printed on In love?
Ulobbs- -I suppose so. At any rate,
anything else but pristine and simon-purwhite paper. The more snowlike
he
hns never been married. London
paper
the greater the rejoicing of the circulation manager.
the
The government experts did not go about their work in an academic Opinion.
sort of way. When they evolved paper which they believed would stand the
The government of Hawaii baa set
test of the great presses of the modern newspapers they "tried It on the
dog;" meaning they had New York and St. Louis publishers print regular aside 690,000 acres of forest reserves
editions of their papers on the government production.
In every respect and will experiment with planting euthe substitutes met the test, until they reached the eye of the circulation calyptus for firewood.
manager. These came the objection to the color.
The experiments, If successful, will he of greatest benefit, It is stated. In
the middle West, in Chicago, St. Louis, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Milwaukee,
Those cities. It Is expected, soon will feel the pinch of gveatly Increased cost
of print paper. Timber men state that already the end of the spruce forests
in those great states is In sight. Therefore, the need of a substitute for the
spruce ground wood.

Print Paper

UKeLW

Many Secret Service Men

All things come to blm who waits,
but be Is generally dead by the time
they reach blm.

DISTRESSING PIMPLES
Removed by Cutioura Soap and Ointment. Trial Free.

Smear them wltb the Ointment
Wash off In Ave mlnufes wltb Cutl-cur-a
Soap and hot water and continue
bathing for some minutes. Repeat oa
rising and retiring. These fragrant
supercreamy emollients do much for
the skin, and do It quickly.
Sample each free by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. XT,
Boston. Sold everywhere.
Adv.
"Old and Distinguished."
"Gerald," said the young wife, noticing bow heartily he was eating, "do
I cook aa well as your mother did?"
Gerald put up bis monocle and
stared at her through It.
"Once and for all, Agatha." be said.
"I beg you to remember that although
I may seem to be In reduced circumstances no", I come of an old and distinguished family. My mother was
not a cook."
Faded Sentiment
That beautiful sentiment eventually
dies a sad death would seem to be
by a story told the
demonstrated
other night by a southern congressman.
Smith, who lives In the suburbs, was
about to hustle for the commutation
train some time since, when his wife
followed him to the door as usual to
muko sure that hla shoes were tied
and that be hadn't forgotten bin necktie.
"Say, John," reflectively remarked
the good woman as they reached the
veranda, "do you know that this Is the
fifteenth anniversary of our wedding?"
"Why, so It is," returned John, do"I
ing some hasty mental arithmetic,
will bring you home a nice bunch of
roses."
"RoBes are very sweet," was the
practical response of mother, "but you
had better make It some oysters to
fry for supper."

Needed in Washington

ONGkESS Is likely to be called on to Increase the force of secret agents
s at the disposal of the government. This means not alone to increase the
secret service of the treasury department, but also the department of Justice

--

force. Since the European war began
this government has found itself much
hampered because of the need of more
U.S. HAS WOT
JiassU.
competent secret agents. Cranks, spies
MUCH SECRET
and others whose activities are questionable, have caused no end of trou
ble, and the small secret agont force
has been unable to cover all the
ground.
Since Prank Holt's attempt to blow
up the capitol, the guards have been
Increased it all office buildings.
At the state, war and navy depart
ment building the force of uniformed watchmen has been Increased. No one
without a pass Is allowed to enter the building after office hours. The object
of this Is to guard against the theft of valuable papers.
Naval secrets have disappeared from time to time and it Is hinted thnt
the papers were abstracted through the efforts of agents of foreign powers.
The additional safeguarding of the public buildings does not, of course,
meet the needs as to more secret agents. But it shows the situation is worrying high officials.
In some quarters it is suspected that Germany has a number of under
ground workers In this country. It Is likely some of the other European
countries also have spies here.
The passport frauds and the supposed efforts to transmit military Infor
mation by wireless have required the services of a largo number of govern
ment agents. However, It Is also true that the efforts of the Hritlsh to enlist
recruits here, and some of the other activities of the allies have also required
close watching.
I'M SAFE -- lH
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National Capital Proves an Ideal Summer Resort
YORK having uttered loud boasts that she Is the Ideal summer resort
cities of the East, It becomes necessary for Washington to produce the official records proving the national capital enjoys that distinction,
and has New York and other big

NEW

towns backed up into a corner and
yelling for Ice water.
Tr ideal,
Washington has more hours of
sunshine, more cooling breezes, and
less cloudiness that any city hereabouts.
The records demonstrate that its JCQOU ftrVHig
'
SrOP
weather is more nearly Ideal than that
of any large city In the New England,
southern or Atlantic coast states.
Spray Mixture for Potatoes.
The temperature here Is moderis not a good spray ate. New York press agents to the
mixture for potatoes. This Is the de- contrary notwithstanding.
Day in and day out a fellow can keep as cool in
cision of the New York experiment this city as in any big town this side of the Mississippi. The capital's sunstation after a aeries of tests. Where shine record is near par, and gloom and cloudiness are Infrequent visitors.
r
was compared
with 80i iay the records.
bordeaux mixture as a remedy for
Nothing is lacking within the boundaries of the District, except salt
potato blight It was found the
water, to make this an Ideal summer resort. And at Its very door Washingdecreased the yield about 25 ton has Chesapeake Beach, Colonial Beach, and other resorts admirably
bushels per acre, while the bordeaux equipped to provide this want.
Increased the yield 20 bushels par
All this Is not a mere press agent's dream. The assertions are based
acre.
artual imts and figures furnished by the (,'nltod States weather bureau.
Lime-sulphu- r
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Better Corn Flakes
made by a brand new process
always ready to serve.

New

mighty tasty and

Post
Toasties

resulting from years of practice and study, are the
inner sweet meats of choicest Indian Corn skilfully
crispness.
toasted to a crackly, golden-brow- n
By a new process the true corn flavour, unknown
to corn flakes of the past, is brought out in every flake.

As you pour Toasties from the package, note the
little pearly "puffs" on the flakes a distinguishing
characteristic of these New Toasties. Another point
they don't mush down when cream or milk is added.
Insist upon these distinctive
New Post Toasties

corn

flakes

the

They're New and Different
and Mighty Good!
sold by Grocers everywhere.
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I dont want to get away from this
marksmanship subject until I talk t!
TO FIGHT
II!
hlch happened
story of something
In an English coast town which I visV- ited but whose name I am not per
1 1
mltted to disclose. Some week ago
WAR tbe English authorities published the
ARE REAL HEROES OF
names of tba towns and villages which
bod (uttered from German aeroplan
or Zeppelin attacks, but recently tbey
Two Astounding Facts Noticed on Battle Lines by Edward B. Clark hav suppressed the name of tb
town which have received tha bapAre That It Is Almost Impossible for Artillerymen to Hit an
tism of Bra from above.
Shock Curss Paralysis.
Aeroplane and Almost Equally Impossible for an Aviavillage
I went Into one English
which bad been visited tba night betor to Hit Selected Target With a Bomb.
fore by a Zeppelin. Bombs bad been
dropped haphazard because It was im
Shells broke all about and scattered possible to pick out a nark in the
By EDWARD B. CLARK.
VI
the shrapnel bullets like ball.' But inky blackness of tha night
(Sua Comspondrnt of Ita Waaura NewsOne
paper Union.)
way
operator
serenely
on
the
his
went
e
bomb fell on a hospital in which there
on the
Paris.
with the machine until tba fusillade
river bai been bombarded by tba became too bot even for him, and ha were about one hundred wounded
Not one of them
two was forced to turn back toward tha English soldier.
German!
v
waa hurt but all of tbem except the
hundred
and German
safely.
line where he landed
i
legless ones mad a hurried escape
twenty 1 m e
HE old rule that son of
Stories Ilka this could ba multiplied from the wrecked building, wounded
Ince last SepIndefinitely.
able men don't amount to
soltbey
were.
though
One
sick
and
tember and yet
much I 111 observed In the
On another occasion at tba actual dier
was
disappeared
had
who
Pont
J
.
United State. A notable
a German aeroplane came over searched for hurriedly by the nurses.
front
li still on the tha French Una not far from tha
I
Hays
In
point
case
John
up
the
road.
He waa found half a mile
map. Tbli little
Hammond, Jr., son of tha
or In English, tha Wood This man had been taken to tbe hos
French tillage
mining engineer and finanof tba Priest, one of tha most hotly- pital completely paralysed from the
ts under almost
fields along the entire west waist down. Ha bad been unable to
cier.
constant bom- contested
I
,
battle front Tba German Intru move either leg and yet under the
Just at present young
not ern was
bardment,
der
fired at by every gun, large shock of the explosion and tbe result
Hammond
is
any
of
because
small, which the French could ing excitement he found the use of his greater publicity than bis father. It
particular de- and
bring to bear. Seemingly the day of
seems probable that the German
sire perhaps of miracles Is not over, for tbla aero legs and made a good half mile before army technicians
have appropriated
the (oe to de- plane escaped without barm. Like tba he fell down exhausted.
At the front in France the noise of his thermit shell, which will gnaw Its
stroy It ruthotber It was compelled to turn about the cannonading is almost continuous. way through steel girder. HI
lessly but prob-abl- y
to make Its way back Into the The big gun roar away all through
torpedo for harbor de
because and
German Hues, but tba French counted
sometime through tba fense is about to be adopted by the
the wish ts to It a very small victory einiply to force tba day and
He
night when not a small rine is Do United States military services.
prevent the tba retreat of the air foeman.
ing fired, and no charges or mraniry will probably sit some day on Secrei
as,1
M
from
French
i
..
T
J sembling large
can
course,
Of
tbe
tary of the Navy Daniels' new board
Fooled by Biplane.
are being made.
-t- v.,1
shots.
objective
for
their
C
non have an
In Paris one day a biplane appeared
of Inventors, with Edison and Ford
forces of troops wtthln Its limits, and over the city. Every German air vis usually some battery of the enemy or
and Stelnmetx.
also to keep them from placing bat- itor for months bad come In the form some wood In which large forces of
This I considerable progress for
teries at a notably valuable strategic of a monoplane and so when tba bi men are suDDOsed to be assembled, even
a young American to make in 'J
m-lpoint
of
put
out
plane appeared the French In one avi Occasionally a battery is
five years out of college. Hammond
Thousands of sheila have fallen In,.,..:
and
i
t
by a dropping shell
commission
camp
thought
visitor
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that
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r-follows right
his dad in that un
j ii, w.i. inn hi ...w
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camp
was
a
machine
of
a
from
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celebrities,
"Who's
of
most every day they continue to rain countrymen,
for tba French largely will be blown to frogments by the Who In America." We learn there
down. There Is a curious thing to be
biplanes. The machine displayed explosion of a huge projectile failing that the Inventor was born In Han
use
one
Only
fully
noticed In
French colors and this fact helped In their midst but nevertheless
Francisco April 13, 1888. He is therepart of the village Is destroyed, for theunimpeded
95 per cent of the ahots miss the fore twenty-seveon Its way.
it
years old.
within
nearly all the shells have fallen
mark,
The visitor sailed around over the
young
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a limited area. A good many civilians. Garden
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tba
that
wonder
is it
of tha Tulleries, tha Place da
American, to use a phrase of Sir Ar- first of these will be Installed at Fish- - temperature of S.400 degree Fahrenold men, women and children have
do
results
I
that
big
and
and the Qua! d' Orsay for nition bill
thur Conan Doyle. Just at the "tango er's Island, Long Island sound, and heit, the greatest artificial heat known
been killed In the streets of the vil la Concorde
not measure up to it? It must be re age," when with hi
1 was particu
father great here all the testwork In torpedo units except the electric arc.
lage, but the loss of life has been due nearly an bour. Later
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membered, however, that the
of tn
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he
swath In will be carried out
cut
wide
could
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largely to the neglect of some of the larly Interested In the movements of
In another compartment
of
morale
dropping of shells keeps the
my wife all un
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society,
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villager to take refuge at the first this biplane because
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cellar. conscious of danger, bad been sitting tha
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regardgarden for mora than said that the shots ara wasted th calculations, endless blueprints and mum on the subject. It Is not
Why the Germans have concentrated In the Tulleries
ed a desirable that any official pub- sio acid.
halt an bour while tha machine circled words do not express the fun trutn.
sputtering dynamos.
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things
When tba projectile penetrate
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most
licity be (ought, especially as agents
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of
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Finally
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ber head.
His keen, lean face and spare figure of tbe belligerent European powers battleship or a fort, a small bursting
it Is bard to determine, but the fact above
in
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the
saw
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reached
back to ber hotel and bad Just
remind one much of Henry Ford. ara aver ready to grab up any new de charge crack the shell. Tho prussic
that the major part of the village has It
when the supposed French biplane France, was the attempt of a French Both men are
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escaped destruction leads one o com
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a
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Washington,
for
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The Eiffel Tower rears Its bead one from their line
Reading further In our "Who's
directed.
t
army officers of the will Instantly set fire to anytning inhowever,
plana of poses. The two Germans in tne
the
thousand
that
above
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years
through a battle
Two Astounding Facts.
of that balloon must have been Who," we find that In 1912, two
commission which visited Gloucester flammable, or eat
Paris. It Is used as a wireless teleTwo of the most astounding facta graph
of magnificent nerve. The range after bis graduation from the Sheffield were enthusiastic when they returned ship's decks and right down Into in
men
at
platform
on
station
and
the
which came to my notice on the bat
and tne nrsi Scientific school of Yale university, here. They saw Mr. Hammond put ocean.
its top are mounted several antiair- was not a long one soma
tle lines of France are these: That tl craft
distance Mr. Hammond was a delegate by ap his famous wireless boat, tbe Natalia,
A third Invention of Mr. Hammond
shells burst at
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guns.
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pointment of the United States govIs almost Impossible for the artillery
Gradually,
balloon.
tba
from
disguised
Frenchman
rough Its paces without a single fail- I his curious electrical dog. which
as a
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conmen of any country to bring down an which was
will follow anybody who hns a lantern
of ever, the shot began getting nearer ernment to the
ure to respond to radio control.
aeroplane, and In that It is almost was attempting to "take tbe life"
and nearer to the mark, but tne nai vention at London.
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laboratory
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Sitting
in
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aviator
to
Impossible
for
equally
He is, moreover, the treasurer and
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Why is it thnt the batteries can't bit
below ordered that they should b mittee of the aerodynamic laboratory
affected by the light that It pursues
On of the Marels.
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their flying mark, and wby Is It that
of tha Smithsonian Institution, and a
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poor
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range
success
which
a
aviator
The
ordinary
the Natalia for the
the man on the flying mark can't bit
The men who go up in me air w member of the Royal Society of Arts trol
or anything else that ha have in hitting the thing tbey aim flaht. whether they be Engnsumen, of London,
of vision, which Is about eight miles
i Im batteries
Dared Them to Shoot Him.
Indeed, the dis
These questions must be at Is one of the marvel of the pres- Frenchmen. Belgians, Germans, Rus
alms at?
All this Mr. Hammond has done on the ocean surface.
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by
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control
of
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perhaps
left probably for answer to the sclen ent warfare.
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or Italians,
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Not long ago there was an account sians, Turks
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transcending heroes or wis war. thirty mark not by being an Infant power of tbe high radio station. He
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Origin of War Terms.
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The attending physicians ssy that he
will recover and there will probably
be no bad effects from the Intury

Poetry and Noses.
I have read thnt no poem was ever
written to a nose. Can you. offhand,
adAuto.
recall a single rapturous or even
Ala. J)r. J. 11. Uowumi miring description of one? I search
I'rusemi-rseveral months ago mad a trip to my memory In vain, but produce InUrassellu in his aaio, and on return stead one Instnnce that has always
In caught a small calf on the front Interested
me by neglect You regear of his machine and brought It call that IHtle poem of Brownings, A
Kansas,
iibjI
inrougnoui
rnnsrlnui.no.. and to Bessemer, a distance of about four Face, the brier and charming descriph..
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victim
wss
the
of. a Mccracken man.
He rsiniot was there until he stopped the ma- ground or gold. The - matchless mold"
frnn, inn three wants known by signs
vchine In this city.
"le
or softly- parted Hps. the neck "threew4k. o. a .m
"fruitHun r mi lit surround." anu the
,

.

,

r..lnri

"h

-

shaped perfect chin" all receive their
due of praise: the nose, a seeming necessity In any profile. Is not even mentioned. It may be as well; each readline
er supplies In the lovely face the may
that suits him best. The poet
have feared that by Its mere mention
he would produce the effect too often
given by the nose in real life a heaviness that mars an otherwise charming
face. The Atlantic.
If It is anything he has paid to hear,

the average man believes

It Is

true.

No Indian In 100 Ytars.
Indian, if
The American
course, will not be extinct within tha
life of Bny person now living, but It
will not be more than a century when
the orlRtnnl American will have passed
off this continent There are enough
Indians left on tho reservations to
line for 100
keep up the
years, but tuberculosis and the change
of environment have done their work,
until now there are comparatively tew
full blooila left on any or the
vat Ions

r,e.

.
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Elegant New Styles in Fall' Suits
and Dresses.

jC3

''"S3

v

Kit

4

I

of Broadcloth Poplin, Serges,

JF'W

OUR DRESSES
Gab-ardine- s,

Whipcord, etc., are made
up simple but beautifully tailored,
trimmed with braids or furs.
. Prices frcm $12.75 to $30.00

f533

made up in Taffetas, Messalines,
Poplin, Serge, Plaid combinations,
etc., are. the very newest creations
Prices from $4.50 to $25.00
See our special line of
Serges and Silk Combinations

Silks

Coats

Skirts

We especially cull your attention to
the line of Series, Poplins. Gab;a dines
and Whipcord Suits, all nicely trimmed in
Furs and Braid. All wool with guaranteed linings, at

In Black Velvet and Plush, trimnud
with Fur collar. Also nice line of Velvet,
Corduroy and Fancy Coats. Prices rang-

In Novelties and Plain Serges, Gabardines and Poplin, Colors Black, Navy and
Brown. Prices from

ing from

Our Etock is larger by far than over
before. The new Plaids, Stripes. Crepes,
Chiffons, Taffetas, Charmeuse, Satin, etc,
24 inch Plaid Taffeta Siik and Checks,
80c and $1.00
at
36 in. Meosaline and Charmese, 1.00, $1.25
$1.00
30 inch Taffeta

$3.00 up.

$5.00 to $30.00

1&

Order By
MA I L!

9417

P0. O

at

Suits

$15.00

'Tea

K

j

OUR SUITS

.5

H

Also showing a pretty line of the new
Coats, Skirts, Waists, Corsets, Etc.

;JBI

J3

(-4

We Pay
Postage

!

4
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Curry County Peaches

Howe Earru Msmbsrship

Whiting Returns
.'. Whiting returned last
week from a trip to St Louis and
fits'ern markets and Mrs. Whit-ri- g
returned Tuesday from a
Purchasing trip. Mr. Whiting
reports .hat he found buyers
galore from the western markets
j. ut few from the eastern and
southern markets. As before,
everything was war talk and imported goods are hard to secure.
However, he sue ceeded in pur
chasing, as he says a larger
stock of novelty goods and certain classes of dry goods than
e has ever brought to Clovis.
.

--

Luikart returned Sun-jafrom eastern markets, where
he purchased fall and winter
;.ro.ls for his big department
sti re. He says buyers were
numerous and according to his
observation the war has had
little effect on market conditions.
A'. I.

Services & t the Methodist
Church Sunday, September 5th
will b as follows: Rev. A. P.
Lowery, of Fort Worth, will begin the revival and will preach
both morning
and evening.
Rev. S. K. Allison will preach at
3 p. m. and will hold t'.--j fourth
quarterly conference.
Everything will bo done to
make the meeting a union meeting. All Christians are invited
to take part in tha meeting. As
the meeting progresses names
will be taken for membership in
any Church in our cicy and handed promptly to the different
pastors. Let as many as possible be in the initial service
ward. After the show the! Sunday morning.
J. H. Messer.
party returned to the Woodward
home where they were served
Weekly Score of Rifle Club.
with an ice courss.
Possible Points
Christian Church
Slow Fire R. Fire
300 500 200 300 250
The Sunday School attendance
has gr. atly increased durii.g the J. F. Saunders 32 32 41 38 174
past few weeks. We are getting E. P. Cooley 32 2S 39 25 152
ready to fill the new and muc'i Philip Couley 20 27 22 22 111
10 35 2S 137
i K. F. Chambers 2
larger building when it is
145
d. Labor Diy service will R. C. Madson 38 37 41
153
held in the Lyceum Sunday Alfred Wyscr 38 45 39
3!) 3G 40
110
evenirg. You are cordially in- Roy Msg1!
4(5
188
31
nieeting3.
37
H.
3o
Miller
all
our
vited to
Lieut
C. W. Lambert, Minister. Cnpt. Ulurnlein 40 45 43 ?,:) 201

The News is indebted to M. T.
Geo. P. How.?, of Clovis. dis
trict agent of the New York Life Atwell for a basket of peaches,
has just which we believe will excell in
Insurance Company,
left for the California Lxposi-tion- flavor, anything fchipped from
Mr. Atwell,
foreign markets.
The western wingof the i'100, who resides southwest, savsthat
00D. 00 Club of the New York he has 25 trees that will proLife Insurance Company will duce abundantly this year. His
meet on the 7th. 8th and 9th of peaches are of the Alberta vaSeptember, at Genwood Springs, riety and excell in size many
Colorado.
that we have seen from outside
Mr. Howe is one of the ten markets.
men out of the Phoenix office to
Line Party
earn membership in this organi
zation and w ill attend the con
S. Woodward enterG.
Mrs.
vention while en route to the tained several young ladies SatFair.
urday night at a Line Party at
the Lyceum, in honor of her
daughter.
Miss Helen Wood
s.

Luikart is Back

Buick Dealer Here

y

Fishing Party
lolly crowd of Clovisites
icd to Hereford and enjoyed the day f shing and hunting.
Trv be who composed th crow!

J.

C.

Jones,

of Tucumcari,

who has the agency i'.ir the
Huick Cars, was here Thursday.
Mr. Jones has sold many cars
recently and was demonstrating
some new or.es here Thursday.
He will receive another car load
here soon.

A

.TiOti

Episcopal Church
Kev. D. A. San ford. Pastor.

Morning service with sermon

Mers-at 11 a. m. The sermon will be
for Labor Sunday. A
specially
Reagan.
'..'or, .hike Noble. Miss
and Mrs. Chapman, Mr. and cordial invitation is extended to
all to attend. No night sc. vice.
Mi. Pixly.

vfre Mr. and Mrs. Will

MADAM VIRGO
Palmistry!
Claivoyance!

Psychometrist

!

LOCATED AT

THE GADSON
14

and

HOTEL

18.

confidential readings
PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE.
Gentlemen $1.00, Ladies 75c.

Consult her for your future.

1

com-ple-

Card of Thanks
We wish to thank our friends
and neighbors for their many

rooms

The Revival Begins Sunday

!e Motorcycle, 1913
rsadel, 9 h. p. Twin, first class
shape, $90. Inquire News.

For

V

acts of kindness; their htlp,
sympathy and floral offerings
Tom Cunningham, an employ
during our rocent sorrow.
of
the Central Meat Market re:
Mr. and Mrs. Will II. Pattison
turned
from Wichita Falls,
Family.
And
Texas, last week after visiting
who
Wanted A white dining room Mr. and Mru. Jim Walker
says
He
formerly
here.
resided
cook,
or
girl and white woman
Walker is doing well.
man and wife. Good wages.
Mrs. M. A. Estes,
Lamesa. Texas.
Box 88
We are glad to learn that
who recently
Roach,
Charles
Plumbing, Repair prompt and
Fe hospital
Santa
the
to
went
satisfactory. Phone 72.
for treatment is somewhat improving, although he is not out
of danger. We hope for his
speedy recovery.

1

WHAT SCHOOL?

Is a serious question. Attend th old
Fifty BIG colleges In 18 states; 225.000 graduates in positk
28 years successful record ; 10.000 annual enrollment PositU
guaranteed. Write for free catalogue and be convinced th:
DRAUGHON'S isthe BtST. FREE course irt salesmansh
& business Efficiency to thoie entering neioreoepiemuer mi,
reliab'e-DRAUUHO-

C.

Homer

Wilman, Mgr.

Amakillo, Tex,

Look Ahead

'

Shortsightedness is the cause of f;
ure. He who looks ahead and bui
accordingly is a truly wise man.
FORESIGHT, and the ability,!'
save are tne surest asseis m :
making of a permanent success, j

Put your money in OUR BANK:

Glovis National Ba
'THE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES"

1

